


Matchpoint . Melbourne

Cities have always tried to provide their 
residents with the best possible urban 
environment. Due to the growing importance 
of leisure industry and tourism, cities such 
as Melbourne are more and more forced to 
compete for becoming hot spots on the world 
map.

Through a comprehensive analysis of the 
city it is shown how sport and design have 
become synonymous for Melbourne’s local 
culture and could simultaneously attract 
worldwide attention. Independently, I tried 
to develop underutilised sites throughout the 
inner city. Thereby, sport, identity, branding, 
experiential design, and public space turned 
out as the key issues. New cognitions gave rise 
to a comprehensive concept for Melbourne’s 
urban thinking and planning. The proposed 
concept shows how architecture can be utilized 
to combine local and global aspects of city 
making in order to service social integration 
and economic growth. A series of individually 
developed architectural interventions provides 
an idea on how the overall concept could 
become part of each project in a different way. 
Thereby, the inner city of Melbourne becomes 
the urban ‘playing fi eld’.

Matchpoint . Melbourne

Städte versuchen seit jeher für ihre Bewohner ein 
bestmögliches Umfeld zu schaffen. Durch die ständig 
wachsende Bedeutung des Tourismus und der 
Freizeitindustrie, sind gerade Städte wie Melbourne 
immer mehr gefordert sich in einem globalen 
Wettkampf zu positionieren. 

Durch eine umfassende Analyse der Stadt wird 
gezeigt, warum gerade Sport und Design synonym 
für die lokale Kultur Melbourne’s geworden sind 
und gleichzeitig weltweite Aufmerksamkeit auf 
sich ziehen konnten. Unabhängig dazu versuchte 
ich verschiedenste Projekte im Stadtzentrum von 
Melbourne zu entwickeln. Identität, Branding, 
Gestaltung von Erfahrungen und öffentlicher Raum 
wurden dabei zu den bestimmenden Themen. 
Durch neue Erkenntnisse konnte ein umfassendes 
Konzept für das urbane Denken und Handeln in 
Melbourne vorgeschlagen werden. Es wird gezeigt, 
wie durch Architektur, lokale und globale Aspekte der 
Stadtplanung effektiv miteinander vereint werden 
können — Architekur eingesetzt als Katalysator für 
soziale und ökonomische Veränderungen. Durch eine 
Serie individueller architektonischer Eingriffe wird 
gezeigt, wie das übergeordnete Konzept zu einem 
Teil verschiedenster Projekte werden kann. Die 
Innenstadt von Melbourne wird dabei zum
‘urbanen Spielfeld’.
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PROLOGUE

MATCHPOINT . MELBOURNE

tutors
Before I left I made sure to be accompanied by excellent tutors who have all successfully 

dealt with issues in architecture I am strongly interested in. My main tutor was Bart Lootsma 
head of the Institute of Architecture Theory in Innsbruck. He is architecture critic, curator and 

researcher in the fi eld of contemporary social and economic phenomena. In Melbourne my 
tutors were Shane Murray and Nigel Bertram, head of the Urban Architecture Laboratory at 

the RMIT University. Their research involves an ongoing inquiry into the diversity of forces that 
shape the contemporary metropolis with a particular emphasis on Melbourne as a case study.

how
From March to June 2007 I participated in a design studio conducted by the Urban Architecture 

Laboratory around the theme of ‘Modifying the City’ within Melbourne’s Central Business 
District and surrounding areas. ‘Modifying the City’ was a joint project between RMIT 

Architecture and the Committee for Melbourne’s Future Focus Group.[12] Moreover, I was 
in contact with the Victorian Major Events Company, the Melbourne City Council and the 

Big Issue Melbourne who all helped me to push the project further. After the four months in 
Melbourne there had been a four months travel and work break before I continued the project 
back in Innsbruck in winter semester 2007/2008. During my time in Down Under and back in 

Innsbruck I regularly discussed the project with my main tutor Bart Lootsma.

intention
The outcome of all the work is this book. It should be conceived as a reference or guidebook. I 

hope this book will be a valuable contribution to argument and refl ection on Melbourne. 

Thomas Fussenegger
February 2008

why Melbourne
Everyone knows Melbourne. One might immediately envision a lively multicultural 

city, perfect weather, magnifi cent landscapes and wildlife. However, many foreigners 
probably know Melbourne because of its major sports events such as the Australian 

Open or the Formula 1 Grand Prix. Due to the growing importance of leisure industry 
and tourism, it seemed interesting that Melbourne could utilize an actual public activity 

such as sport to stage a global marketing campaign. Moreover, Melbourne was known 
to me as one of the worlds most livable cities that is home to cutting-edge architecture 

and design. Since my wish has always been to be engaged with such an outstanding 
metropolis the offered exchange program perfectly matched my expectations. It was 

also challenging not to know how I would be able to participate in this successful 
environment through architecture.
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“Nelson Mandela talking to his planners: ‘Look, we cannot communicate with the people, (...) 
they are annoyed, they also feel that they don’t understand you and you think that people are 
not listening to you”. So he told them: “You know what you have to do? You have to sing, you 

have to sing to the people, because if you sing the people will listen.”

“If you translate the singing into narratives, things that are like storytelling, perhaps this is also 
a way for us to be in touch with a broad public.”

Raoul Bunschoten [21]

Melbourne laneway newspaper sticked on walls

task
Actually, the only thing one has to know to begin a new project is a site, a program or 
anything else where one can start off. In the case of my diploma work it is the area 
that is given. 

brief
This way of starting a project is not unusual but it is still uncommon, especially in 
architectural practice. Usually, there is someone who creates a brief - the client, and 
someone who tries to fulfi ll it - the architect. This is an often static, infl exible relation 
with little scope for changes and alterations in concept and design.

In my view, architects/urbanists have to show those who are in power, sitting on the 
money and have to take decisions, to show them the potential of something. I believe 
that architects need to get more involved in this didactic role. How to act in terms of 
writing their own briefs and then convincing others that these briefs are worth building 
or doing.[21]

politics
The focus of this work is on the public domain. Accordingly, the client is the city, its 
residents represented through their elected spokesperson. City planners easily become 
nervous because the potential outcome of such a scenario may not fi t one or the other 
heads of the political departments.[21] Thus, project communication is the key issue. 
In Melbourne I was lucky to get to know a few infl uential people who could give me 
helpful advice. It is all about networking, to bring the right people together at the same 
table and to constantly try to keep the topic on the agenda. Therefore, it is a process 
that needs a lot of individual commitment and time to fi lter through. 

statementgeneral considerations[preperations]
8
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apartment towers, Docklands

The design process sparks a whole lot of things that are not possible in the normal 
‘literary’ model of research. Otherwise, the projects come off as secondary, when surely 
they are the things one really wants to do.

The method of operation can be shown in a simple diagram. Its basically a never-ending 
shifting between two processes — research and design.

The fi rst process starts with detailed fi eld work and general research out of which 
certain issues come to the fore. Through new cognitions possible objectives can be 
outlined and a fi rst concept emerges. The second process is to test the applicability of 
the concept by designing an architectural model. While doing so the model is constantly 
undertaken a critical discourse. Consequently, new issues come up which then have to 
be fed back into the original concept. 

The model alters the concept and the concept alters the model. The more often this 
process is repeated the more precise the proposed scenario can be. The following work 
is the current state of this everlasting process. The structuring of the book follows the 
different steps of the methodology.

process

It is important to realize that architecture is not a linear process.

[preperations]
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The ’playing fi eld’ is where it starts and where something should fi nally happen. Ideally for 
everyone’s benefi t. This is all one gets, this is the task.

Curtain House rooftop cinema, Melbourne Central Business District
iplaying fi eld[preperations]
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4 upscale mixed use / housing area to the south east of the Yarra 

University of Melbourne campus area 

5 mixed use / housing area north of Yarra

1 Central Business District 
6 largely industrialized areas to the west

N

3 Port Phillip Bay mouth of Yarra River

RMIT

St. Kilda beach

‘Playing Field’

2 Yarra River

Located at the top of Port Phillip Bay at the bank of the Yarra River, Melbourne is the 
state capital of Victoria. The city is at a latitude of 37° 48′ S what approximately equals 
the city of Palermo in the northern hemisphere. Therefore, it is the southernmost 
capital city on the mainland of Australia. 

Melbourne has a moderate oceanic climate and is notorious for its changeable weather 
conditions. The phrase ‘four seasons in one day’ is part of popular culture. During 
spring Melbourne commonly enjoys extended periods of mild weather and clear skies. 
Summers are usually hot and dry, with maximum temperatures above 40 degrees 
Celsius. Melbourne is colder than most other Australian cities but snowfalls are 
extremely rare. More commonly, Melbourne experiences frosts, fog and grey skies in 
winter.

Melbourne’s Central Business District, in short the CBD, is highly commercial. Due to 
urban sprawl the demographic centre of Melbourne is actually located to the south 
east. The Inner suburbs to the south east such as Richmond, South Yarra or Toorak are 
mostly upscale housing areas. The inner suburbs to the north such as Carlton, Fitzroy 
or Brunswick are favoured by students and young professionals. The suburbs further 
north are generally home to more immigrants, such as the Italian community on Lygon 
Street. To the west of Melbourne CBD a completely new suburb arises that is still under 
construction and originated from the former Docklands. The docks were moved further 
to the west where several other industries have already been situated. 

Actually, Melbourne does not really feature beautiful beaches. Probably the most 
popular one is St.Kilda beach, a thirty minute tram ride from the CBD. However,  
Melbourne’s inner suburbs have more parks than any other city of similar size in the 
world.  

local

Roughly said, one can imagine Melbourne as a cake with 
the Central Business District at the intersection point.
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Port Phillip Bay
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1 farm land around Horsham  2 Twelve Apostels  3 Yarra Valley  4 hiking in Wilsons Promotory
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Melbourne CBD 
Melbourne urbanized area 

Vienna urbanized area 
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Lisbon
478 km
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regional

The greater Melbourne metropolitan area is home to an estimated 3.6 million people It 
is predicted that its population will reach 5 million within the next 20 years. This high 
growth rate is largely ascribable to immigration.

Within a few hours driving off the city one fi nds oneself within the open country and 
wilderness. Victoria features numerous scenic beauties spearheaded by the towering 
cliffs along the Great Ocean Road. This polarity between cosmopolitan city and 
untouched nature is characteristic for Australian capital regions.

Victoria is the smallest mainland state in area, but - in Australian relations - the most 
densely populated and urbanized. Victoria has a population of about 5.2 million. 
Melbourne is Victoria’s capital and largest city, with more than 70% of all Victorians 
living there. Therefore, it can be argued that Melbourne is kind of a city-state. Other 
leading urban centers in Victoria include Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo.

Along the main roads off the city one can fi nd so 
called ‘driver survivor’ stations. These curious 
facilities provide free coffee and tea to overtired 
drivers — characteristic for this vast country.

[preperations]
20



 satellite image [51]

density

USA 15,000km
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Australia 
EU

Beside Perth, Melbourne is probably the most remote metropolis of the fi rst world. A 
hundred years ago Melbourne was for most people in Europe beyond reach. Whereas, 
today air traffi c and digital communication put Melbourne on a strategically interesting 
location on the world map.

Australia as an originally Western society is more and more infl uenced by its proximity 
to Asia. During the last years Asians have been by far the strongest growing population 
group in all major Australian cities. Especially universities are a major attractor. On the 
bounce, Asian students, food, and culture affect large parts of contemporary urban life 
in central Melbourne.

From my experience, the Australian society is probably the most internationalized and 
therefore open-minded in relation to traveling, food, religion, nationhood and culture. 
In this climate of tolerance and diversity I immediately felt right at home.

global
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100m mens fi nal, Melbourne Olympics 1956 [50]
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visit

“The interesting thing about the urban scale is that you get an incredible multiplicity of 
things. At the moment you have a lot of something.”

Raoul Bunschoten [1]

universe [52]

“When we try to pick up anything by itself, we fi nd it is attached to everything in the universe.”

John Muri [1]

[set 1]
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methodology 1: fi eld work[set 1]
28

“The method of investigation started with careful and detailed fi eld-work observing and 
documenting critical points in the city’s fabric. The research began with a broad-ranging 
inquiry into sites within this zone which are underutilised, vacant, intriguing, or seen as 
having some type of unrealized public potential. Sites of investigation ranged from very 
small to very large, from obscure and hidden to highly exposed and prominent.“[53]

While walking around I am looking for the city’s own story.

If we try to read our ‘physical environment’ it is necessary to speculate on outside 
infl uences and to understand the dynamics of certain processes. Manifestations of 
phenomena such as individualization or globalization can be found almost anywhere 
- in the desires of people,  from furniture to skyscraper - in everything.  This way of 
analyzing the environment depends on scientifi c methods as well as on the ability to 
constantly connect things on an intuitive level.



event

workshop

The Hoddle Grid is the layout of the streets in the Central Business 
District of Melbourne. It was laid out in 1837, and later extended. The 
instructions were prosaic. Land allotments for sale at public auction were 
to be produced as quickly as possible to be delivered to the market. All 
major streets are one and half chains (30 m) in width, while all blocks are 
exactly 10 chains square (201 m × 201 m). The grid is one mile long by 
half a mile wide (1.61 by 0.80 km) and oriented to align with the course 
of the Yarra River.

The street grid is at the same time horizontally structured as it allows 
all possible developments within the third dimension. Rem Koolhaas 
has discovered, that the Manhattan street grid includes an unconscious, 
intellectual program. A program of creation and destruction. It constitutes 
a never ending process of destroying and rebuilding everything bigger or 
better.[2]

Something similar happened in Melbourne. The old correlates with the 
new, the tiny with the enormous, the empty with the crowded. The grid 
made all established lessons of urbanism superfl uous. With the layout 
of the Hoddle Grid Melbourne’s size was determined forever. Therefore, 
the Central Business District has to grew vertically, while the surrounding 
suburbs have been spreading out in rings around the dense and lively 
center.

grid

gold rush

Melbourne was offi cially gazetted as a settlement in 1840. With the 
discovery of gold in Victoria in the 1850s Melbourne grew rapidly. It has 
been during this time that the city has become one of Australias major 
fi nance centers. Around the 1880s Melbourne was one of the largest 

cities in the British Empire, and reputedly the richest city in the world. 
This period saw the construction of many high-rise Victorian buildings, 

which were often recalls of their European origins.
 

Today it is Collins Street that forms the fi nancial spine of the inner city. It 
features several bank and offi ce towers but lacks in public spirit. 
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This precinct was originally used for docks but fell out of use following the 
containerization of shipping traffi c. In the 1980s the state government started the 
heroic effort to completely rebuild the derelict waterfront into a new face of the city - a 
waterfront spectacular. This project was and is a unique chance for the city. The urban 
redevelopment is the biggest in Australian history and will almost double the size of the 
city’s Central Business District! Completion is expected in 2020 with over 90.000 people 
living, working or visiting the suburb per day.[3]

The Docklands have been by far the most controversial suburb in the present years. 
Naturally, such an ‘instant city’ approach prompts a lot of public and political dispute. 
From today’s view, it is pretty clear that there have been several missed chances but 
the suburb still has a lot to offer and is not fi nished yet.

Key criticisms are: Firstly, the project is completely market driven with no government 
subsidy. Secondly, is the parceling of Docklands into seven large precincts which will 
remain remote until the construction is completed. Thirdly, the boarders which separate 
the different developments are along the main streets, so there was less effort by 
the developers to make them lively urban spaces. Furthermore, Docklands was a 
contaminated swamp cut off by Southern Cross Station, railway lines and the truck 
laden Footscray Road. Additionally, developers had to pay for everything: roads, trams, 
sewerage and even public art. Therefore, the fi nancial risk was very high and fi nally led 
to buildings that are in the majority big, mediocre and could be anywhere in the world. 
Fifthly, Docklands features less social mix. Only about fi fteen percent of the people can 
afford to live there. Last but not least Docklands will be a fi nancial drain on the CBD for 
the next fi fty years.[22] 

As mentioned before, the suburb still has a lot to offer.  There are, the Docklands 
Stadium, the Harbour Esplanade, great views, seaside cafés and restaurants, an 
amusement park, marinas, and so on.
 

Docklands



D6-B4

Melbourne’s CBD has a number of signifi cant lanes which 
evolved from the early days of the Hoddle Grid out of necessity 
as accessways from the minor streets. Often the lanes are 
appearing as hidden trails that burrow their way through the city.

Undeniably, Melbourne’s laneways are the key to understand 
the city’s street life and culture. Lanes such as Centre Place 
are popular for their funky café culture and their outstanding 
examples of graffi ti and stencil art. Many of these laneways 
feature an interesting mix of music stores, pubs, fashion shops, 
art galleries or restaurants, where one can regularly see business 
people in expensive suits sitting on drinks crates while having an 
espresso. In my view, it is this street culture between ‘Prada and 
Graffi tti’ and all the hidden treasures which make Melbourne’s 
public space so distinctive. 

During the 70s and 80s several of these lanes have been lost to the consolidation of 
urban blocks and developments such as Rialto Towers. Nowadays, the city council 
learned from the faults of the past. The QV complex is a recently built example. 
Although it takes up a whole block in the CBD, it is a very successful urban 
redevelopment which achieved to transcribe the grids very unique qualities.

laneways
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Since the late 1980s radical changes have happened in the inner city. One reason 
was the rediscovering of the laneways and street culture. Since 1993 the number of 
kerbside cafés and restaurants in the Central Business District has almost tripled. 
During the last twenty years the urban design unit of the Melbourne city council has 
bought run-down offi ce buildings and has transformed them into hip apartments. They 
have spent money on new pavements, broader sidewalks, public art or they have 
even attracted street vendors with low rates. In 1982 there have only been about 250 
apartments in CBD. In 2002 it were almost 10,000 dwellings.[23] 
On weekends people from all suburbs fl ock to the CBD to visit the attractions along the 
Yarra River, the Docklands, or gather at the new Federation Square.
 
Over time the CBD has transformed to a CAD - a Central Activity District.
 

transformation
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suburbs

Today Melbourne is a diverse and multicultural city. Almost a 
quarter of Victoria’s population was born oversea. Typically for 
Australian cities is their same ‘bipolar culture’. If one wants to 
understand the city as a whole one has to constantly move back 
and forth between the inner city and the outer suburbs.[4]

The outer suburbs expanded with the underlying notion of a 
‘quarter acre home and garden’ for every family, often referred 
to locally as the Australian Dream. Much of metropolitan 
Melbourne is accordingly characterized by low density sprawl.

At least in it’s core Melbourne is a very youthful and educated 
city.[4] Especially Asian students come in droves to study 
and live in the CBD. Melbourne’s inner suburbs are all very 
distinctive and are proud of their unique identities. It makes 
an incredible difference if someone comes from South Yarra or 
Fitzroy even if these suburbs are only a few hundred meters 
apart from each other.

design 

The design business in Melbourne is equally intense 
and joyful as the Australian obsession with sport but 
is still hard to compare.[4] For example, the former 

Minister of sports was an architect. Furthermore, Sean 
Godsell a successful Melbourne architect was a former 

sports professional.[4]

For Leon van Schaik, Innovation Professor of 
Architecture at RMIT, it were the curatorial armatures 

of the city that have fueled Melbourne’s take off as 
a world design city. It is about how the city ebraces 
its own ideas and works to generate a local cultural 

capital. As a settlement society Melbourne had to 
develop its own local culture which could fi nally 

assert itself in fashion, art and architecture. This is 
refl ected through several art and design festivals and 

architecture that refl ects the city’s heterogeneous 
context. This can be experienced best along Swanston 

Street - the civic spine of Melbourne.[4]
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Repeatedly, Melbourne was rated as one of the ‘worlds most livable city’s’*. Though, 
this is just one of the many awards Melbourne has received recently. At the moment 
Melbourne is celebrating it’s success. There are many new parks, infrastructural 
buildings, sporting venues, the new Melbourne museum, the Queen Victoria Center, 
Birrarung Mar et cetera. The street life in the CBD is buzzing, business is fl ourishing, 
the event calender is full and tourists come in crowds. More than that, almost all 
Melbournians are proud of their city and happy to live there.

The demand for inner city apartments jumped so high that rent has reached 
astronomical heights. Thereby, students and artists are more and more forced to move 
to the outer suburbs. Actually, this one of the few problems the city seems to have.

In this climate of euphoria I had to searched for hidden potentials.

*by the London-based Economist Intelligence Unit. They assessed the level of hardship for expatriates in 130 
cities, using 12 factors including housing, education, recreational activities, health, climate, living costs, weather 
and terrorism.[24]

success

event F5
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sketch sites

project

. ALA .E rooftop cinema E4 . TF .E roof top tennis D5 .ALA .S city power station D5 . TF .Si taxi race track E7

.ALA .E wood frame on brick E4 . TF .E stair race F4 .ALA .S court secret square D4 . TF .S non-event H7-G5

.ALA .E section 8 bar E4 . TF .E new babylon F6 .ALA .Si garden off lygon F2 . TF .Si activation grid H6-G5

.ALA .E street paintings F5 . TF .E smart mobs G5 .ALA .S building hosier lane F5 . TF .S park tower G5

.ALA .E chess on floor F5 . TF .E bob sledge B5 .ALA .Si parking off market street E5 . TF .S texture B5

.ALA .E island cafe E6 . TF .E juxtaposition D7 .ALA .Si enterprise park E6 . TF .S tabula rasa D6-B4

.ALA .E sculpture on the hill F5 . TF .E create your room C5 .ALA .S fed square parking F5 . TF .S lines of activity C5

.ALA .E concert and cafe F5 . JG .E per square meter gallery H2 .ALA .S exploration lane  F3 . JG .S multi-purpose car park F4

.ALA .E fed square ping pong F5 . JG .E extra rooftop room A3 .ALA .Si bennetts lane jazz club F4 . JG .Si narrow gap E3

.ALA .E cover building corner E4 . JG .E flagstaff facade D4 .ALA .S dockland bottom B6 . JG .S vacant square D4

.ALA .E wind passage C7 . JG .E southbank crossroads F6 .ALA .S square by the yarra D6 . JG .S the garden plaza E5

.ALA .E wine bar E7 . JG .E hotel rooms retreat F5 .ALA .Si old train station shed D6 . JG .S southbank knot F6

. RB .E hardware lane E4 . JG .E street furniture E5 . RB .S car park E3 . JG .Si freshwater E6

. RB .E workshop bar E4 . JG .E rooftop beer garden H7 . RB .Si airspace above road E4 . JG .S working site scenery H7

. RB .E melbourne central link E4 . JG .E factory conversion H6 . RB .S cub site E3 . JG .S youth hostel coffee E3

. RB .E history apparatus F4 . JG .E milk crates meccano H6 . RB .S bank car park F4 . JG .S railway interspace H6

. RB .E china town park F4 . JG .E white circus C5 . RB .S side of town hall F5 . JG .S railway platform C3

. RB .E riverland bar F6 . JG .E red terracing E6 . RB .Si chapter house lane F5 . JG .S rooftop volumes E6

. RB .E waterfront city C5 . JG .E graffiti layers C3 . RB .S old building D5 . JG .Si parasitic advertising D7

. RB .E ship docking C5 . DH .E footy bridge D5 . RB .S end of central pier C5 . DH .S under footy bridge D5

. RB .E fish bar C5 . DH .E punch chairsF4 . RB .Si railway goods shed D6 . DH .S new quay waterfront C5

. RB .E sidney myer music bowl G6 . DH .E platform one E6 . RB .Si westwood car park F4 . DH .S mcilwraith wide path F4

. RB .E skate park F6 . DH .E cane sculpture F5 . RB .S corporation lane F5 . DH .S harbour esplanade C5

. RB .E cantina cocconi's F5 . DH .E red blobs on hill F5 . RB .S exploration lane  F4 . DH .S punch lot F4

.LBD.E st. jerome's E4 . DH .E liverpool graffiti F4 .LBD.Si library beer garden E4 . DH .S crossley gap F4

.LBD.E healeys lane outlets D4 . DH .E carlton gardens F2 .LBD.Si cub gallery E3 . DH .S meyers roof car park F4

.LBD.E heffernan lane F4 . DH .E knox transit E4 .LBD.Si melb. central bazaar E4 . DH .S lygon lot E2

.LBD.E yarra lookout point E6 . DH .E qv E4 .LBD.Si bridge dining E6 . DH .S mcdonalds parking E3

.LBD.E switchboard café E5 . DH .E city sidewalk F5 .LBD.S queensbridge park E6 . DH .S moor gap G2

.LBD.E centreplace laneway F5 . DH .E city square F5 .LBD.Si drive-in movies E4 . DH .S knox escape E4

.LBD.E public oddities F3 . DH .E yarra waters E6 .LBD.S windsor back wall F4 . DH .S over the state E4

.LBD.E wesley church garden F4 . EH .E cover D3 .LBD.Si secret garden F4 . EH .S rmit campus E3

.LBD.E fed sq. Installation F5 . EH .E bourke street stop E5 .LBD.Si brewery music festival H3 . EH .S bourke tram extension E4

.LBD.E fishing at docklands C5 . EH .E invisible house F4 .LBD.Si railway shed venue D6 . EH .Si lane museum E5

.LBD.E public office D4 . EH .E car park by-product F4 .LBD.Si manmade beach C5 . EH .S under the bridge 2 E6

.LBD.E karachi tram F3-C6 . EH .E extend F4 .LBD.Si public pontoon C6 . EH .S plug-in café F6

. SB .E fitzroy garden rotunda G4 . EH .E hidden house F4 . SB .S tianjin gardens F4 . EH .Si u-shaped museum F5

. SB .E princess theatre F4 . EH .E fountain on collins F4 . SB .S melb. uni car park E2 . EH .S fountain on collins 2 F4

. SB .E le louvre couture F5 . EH .E end of collins F4 . SB .Si job warehouse pavilion F2 . EH .S more than smoke F4

. SB .E utopian slumps G2 . EH .E smoking area F4 . SB .Si north wharf market D6 . EH .Si surface museum F4-G4

. SB .E san remo ballroom G1 . EH .E under the bridge D6 . SB .S horse float F4 . EH .S stairs D5

. SB .E jimmy watson's F1 . EH .E temporary afl shops D5 . SB .S laneways various F4 . EH .S sitting area D6

. SB .E arts centre market F6 . EH .E backpacker on kings E5 . SB .S tower north warf D6 . EH .S docklands beach C5

. SB .E arts centre spire F6 . MJ .E fad bar F4 . SB .S peppercorn tree secrets D6 . MJ .S china park F4

. SB .E 333 collins street E5 . MJ .E croft institute F4 . SB .S st vincent's forecourt F3 . MJ .S vacant car park E4

. SB .E helicopter pad D6 . MJ .E walk through E4 . SB .S north wharf shed D6 . MJ .Si myer footbridge E4

. SB .E mission to seamen D6 . MJ .E caledonian laneway E4 . SB .S peony garden building E4 . MJ .Si village corner D6

. SB .E docklands park C6 . MJ .E gpo E4 . SB .S wedge building E6 . MJ .Si birrarung mar slopes F5

. KC .E garage café  E2 . MJ .E arm design park D6 . KC .S empty site  E3 . MJ .S oliver lane  F5

. KC .E h section café  F5 . MJ .E cherry bar F5 . KC .S flagstaff garden  D4 . MJ .Si pontoon village G6

. KC .E street swimming pool E3 . MJ .E rosati bar F5 . KC .Si university front yard  E2 . MJ .S the corner C5

. KC .E people animation G4 . MJ .E honky tonks F5 . KC .S wood promenade  E6 . MJ .S bourke street ped bridgeD5

. KC .E unusual entrance F6 . MJ .E omiros one arch D5 . KC .S police  F7 . MJ .S batman parkD4

. KC .E shop front eating E4 . MJ .E central pier C5 . KC .Si protection  F6 . MJ .S caledonian laneway E4

. KC .E chinese restaurant F4 . MJ .E bourke st ped bridge D5 . KC .S yarra river  F6 . VL .S queensberry garden F3

. KC .E quick information F5 . VL .E melbourne tram stop F1 . KC .Si underused site F4 . VL .S victoria st tram corner E3

. KC .E quick exhibition F5 . VL .E order of melbourne E3 . KC .S between two walls  F4 . VL .S rmit cardigan street F3

. KC .E docklands facades C5 . VL .E manhattan house F3 . KC .Si old rails  B5 . VL .S bourke laneway F5

. KC .E ground numbers C5 . VL .E rooftop cinema F4 . KC .S more space  D3 . VL .S hosier laneway F5

. KC .E enviro carwash C5 . VL .E city square F5 . KC .S under roof  D5 . VL .S golden mile car park F4

. SC .E workshop bar E4 . VL .E degraves lane F5 . SC .S warehouse E4 . VL .S national trust garden G4

. SC .E café intrusion E4 . VL .E urban workshop F4 . SC .S underground car park E2 . VL .S no1 spring st lane F5

. SC .E printing house importer E4 . VL .E st andrews place G4 . SC .Si guildford venue E4 . VL .S train station garden F4

. SC .E motorcycle v. pedestrian E5 . VL .E collins place F5 . SC .S banana vaults E6 . VL .S bolte bridge under B5

. SC .E adidas girl in a box E5 . VL .E dock pier gallery C5 . SC .Si x-rated E6 . VL .S bike track under bridge B6

. SC .E cinematic city F5 . VL .E docklands fishing C6 . SC .S flinders entrance F5 . VL .S docklands boardwalk C5

. SC .E fairground F5 . VL .E dockland bbq C5 . SC .Si collins st climbers F5 .SPB.S repco building E2

. SC .E theatre with wine F5 .SPB.E meat, poultry & fish E3 . SC .Si mcg drive-in H5 .SPB.S axis laneway E3

. SC .E cascading alley F5 .SPB.E hot doughnut van E3 . SC .Si empty ponds G4 .SPB.Si hole in the wall E3

. SC .E powerful protest D5 .SPB.E office workers smoko E3 . SC .S the grand stairs D6 .SPB.S advertising billboard E7

. SC .E reclamation D4 .SPB.E yarra footbridge E6 . SC .S facilitating docklands C5 .SPB.S melb. theatre company F6

. SC .E public lift D4 .SPB.E southbank promenade F6 . SC .Si isolation D6 .SPB.Si southgate promenade F6

. IF .E corner café E2 .SPB.E arts centre espresso F6 . IF .S in-between car space E3 .SPB.S royal society of victoria F3

. IF .E advertising wall E3 .SPB.E talk is not cheap F4 . IF .S corner site E3 .SPB.S tariff motors F4

. IF .E stencil art E4 .SPB.E tree trunk F3 . IF .Si market site E3 .SPB.Si total house car park F4

. IF .E state library lawn E4 .SPB.E pellegrinis F4 . IF .Si city square F5 .SPB.S webb bridge D6

. IF .E fed square plaza F5 .SPB.E docklands park C6 . IF .S south bank car park F6 .SPB.S shipping dock shed B6

. IF .E southbank craft market F5 .SPB.E yarra river fishing D7 . IF .S flinders st. station F5 .SPB.Si under the bolte bridge B6

. IF .E hosier lane art F5 .SPB.E bike riding D7 . IF .S revealing forum theatre F5 . BM .S dual wharfs D7

. IF .E fed square structure F5 . BM .E queensbridge square E6 . IF .S treasury walkway G4 . BM .S tea house car lot D7

. IF .E steps of parliament F4 . BM .E overpass compound E6 . IF .Si slither next to railway F5 . BM .Si savoy tavern D5

. IF .E art walk C5-D6 . BM .E brassiere billboard E7 . IF .S surrounding telstra dome C5 . BM .S david mandies pool H6

. IF .E heritage walk E6-F3 . BM .E punt road underpass H7 . IF .S vacant wall E4 . BM .S mcg + yarra park H6

. IF .E yokahama festival C5 . BM .E richmond station H6 . IF .S inaccessible car park D6 . BM .Si melb. park edge G5-G6

. TF .E program cluster F4 . BM .E bridge network G4-H6 . TF .S nature reserve D1 . BM .S law precinct common D4

. TF .E framework E4 . BM .E flashpackers lane E4 . TF .S fragmented city E3 . BM .S concealed courtyards D5

. TF .E university tent E1 . BM .E two tower podiums E5 . TF .Si golf shop E4 . BM .Si royal mint grounds E4

. TF .E leave reality E6 . BM .E healeys lane D5 . TF .S vertical edge F6

. TF .E basement stage E5 . BM .E lane illumination E5 . TF .Si floating sports F6

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

.

bike billboard D6melbourne post card D5

city pavilions E6
boat show C6
docklands walk C5-D7

royal mint rampart E4
railway goods shed 1 C5
cone of silence bar F4
cub gallery E3

youth hostel coffee E3

flinders street wall D6
recreation cloud E3
sound space F5
village green D6
portable smoke station / MOBILE
surface museum F4-G4
north bank capsules E6
total house rooftop bar F4

docklands ferry terminal D5

. fed square promenade F5

. flinders street perimeter E5

.melbourne vacancy exchange / WEB

.esplanade collage C5

.docklands beach C5

. laneway slither / plug 57 F4

. flagstaff sports pavillion D4

methodology 2: mapping

The following pages are part of a brochure we produced for the fi nal exhibition of our 
studio’s work in Melbourne. Therefore, I had to conceive a map that shows all events, 
sites, ideas and developed projects of all students found within the ‘playing fi eld’. 
Density and distribution of the sites give a view on potentials and shortcomings within 
the network of public space in Melbourne’s inner city.

The fi eld-work of the other students was very valuable to me since it has provided me a 
more comprehensive view on the city.

map refernce index
number.student initials.category     discritpive name.map reference  

event
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“The drone of the traffi c disturbs the quiet; the wind blows through the trees, taking the leaves; 
lust determines the behavior of the afternoon exchange dealings - the Dow Jones is up; fear and 
desire permeate the night; alarm signals go off. The chat rooms of the internet are full of people 

pretending they are not themselves, other genders. Memory becomes a toponomy: here was 
once a church; now only a name remains.”

“The city as a life form has to be maintained - its evolution sustained.”

Raoul Bunschoten [1]

dissection
Melbourne CBD from Rialto Towers
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methodology 3: mushroom picking

I never intended to understand or defi ne the city as a whole or to call this an 
objective process. In my view, even the attempt for doing so would be doomed to 
failure. A city as complex as Melbourne can be shown from any perspective and is 
big enough to produce several concepts. The difference lies in the quality of the 
fi ndings and what one creates out of them.

This chapter shows the fi ndings I identifi ed as being highly intriguing. What on the 
fi rst sight seemed to be quite ordinary appears in a completely other way if the 
right things are put together. 

It is a bit like mushroom picking. Only the experienced and smart searcher will fi nd 
a good assortment of mushrooms. Then, you will have to identify your fi ndings and 
sort them into different groups - poisonous, unenjoyable, delicious. After that, you 
need a good recipe and other ingredients to cook a luscious meal for the pleasure 
of your guests or costumers.

The city is the forest. The urbanist the searcher.
The architect the cook.  The citizens are the guests. 

Melbourne CBD
[set 1]
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During my research of Melbourne I came across some discrepancies. 
Especially sport appeared to be a topic, which has not been addressed 
in a more interdisciplinary way yet. 

Starting from social phenomena, like why small groups of people use 
the stairs of the parliament as an urban race track, reaching to the 
vast and diffuse fi eld of global city marketing and event management, 
sport is a recurrent element in Melbourne.

Sport spans across all social levels. From poor to rich. It reaches from 
individual sports like the after work Tai Chi exercising in Flagstaff 
Gardens, to highly professional sports taking place at the MCG or the 
Telstra Dome, as well as to the people just watching these events.

However, related to sport, Melbourne is a unique city. Some like it 
some do not, but it is more or less part of everyone’s life. 

fi ndings[set 1]
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When it comes to sports and recreation Melbourne truly offers something for everyone. But it 
is not just elite performers that defi ne sporting Melbourne – participation is as important as 

watching.

Especially, the many parks around the CBD offer a diverse range of courts and open space for 
recreational activities. For example, the Tan Track which is one of Australias most beautiful 

jogging tracks. Rowing is also a popular pastime activity on the scenic Yarra River. Even in the 
CBD one can watch people doing sports, albeit these activities weren’t actually planned. For 

example, a race on the steps of the parliament.

Since there are more and more people living in the inner suburbs there is a rising demand for 
social sport venues. One of these venues is the pits building in Albert Park. It was built for the 

Grand Prix and got recently converted into a center for indoor sports. Even on Christmas Eve all 
courts are fully booked!

Melbourne’s superb air quality, favoured through the cities remote location at the Antarctic 
Ocean, is also a factor not to be ignored.

   5 Thai Chi at Royal Park  6 street ball at Carton Gardens  7 fi shing and cycling  8 table tennis along Yarra  9 public sport event

3 4

7 8 9

1 stair race at the parliament  2 pits building  3 Tan Track  4 rowing on the Yarra

21

65
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56 1 street vendor  2 homeless players  3 spectators  4 street socceroo  5  soccer pitch at Atherton Gardens [all 53]

The potential of sport as a tool for social work and therapy is already well established 
and valued. 

The homeless community in Melbourne are a vastly under-serviced and under-supported 
group. Although, there is a small number of sport and cultural programs for the homeless 
and ‘at risk groups’ that are being run successfully. 

One of these programs is the street soccer program run by the Big Issue in Melbourne. 
The Big Issue is an international entity that works with homeless people all over the 
world. At the centre of their work is The Big Issue magazine. The successful magazine 
is sold by homeless street vendors which gives them a legitimate way of making a 
living. The street soccer program has the ambitious aim to change lives. The program 
helps to reconnect people with society, to build more constructive focus into their lives 
away from common issues of addiction and mental health.

The ‘street socceroos’ practice weekly in the Atherton Gardens - not far away from 
the CBD. Recently, The Big Issue put up an infl atable soccer pitch in the middle of 
Melbourne’s CBD. People gathered around the pitch and everyone participated. It did 
not matter if the players were homeless or managers - it was fun for everyone. The 
event was very successful, since it has helped to improve the prevailing public opinion 
about the homeless.

social value

“Federal Minister for Sport, Senator George Brandis has announced the Australian Government 
will contribute $3 million towards the establishment of Australia’s Community Street Soccer 

Program and the maintenance of 30 street soccer sites across the nation.
Senator Brandis said the ground-breaking initiative uses grassroots sport to reconnect people on 
the margins of the community with the mainstream: ‘Street soccer has achieved notable success 

overseas in helping homeless people to regain self-esteem and independence. The combination 
of healthy, physical activity and organised sport can provide the catalyst for transforming lives. 
Initiatives like this help build self-worth and provide a sense of purpose, belonging and a vision 
for a brighter future. The program is about helping people who’ve fallen off the rails kick goals 

on and off the fi eld.’” 

posted by Australia - 05/12/2007 [25]

1 2
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However, as mentioned before watching sports is as important as doing sports. Huge 
numbers of Victorians turn out as spectators for events, giving them a reputation 
across Australia as being “events mad”.[28]

Consequently, Melbourne holds the world record for the highest attendance for several 
events. For example a cricket match 90,000, a Australian Rules Football game 122,000 
or a tennis tournament 390,000 spectators.[28]

watch

public sports interest 
Rating according to a survey by the 

London based research company 
ArkSports Ltd.[26,27]

1. Melbourne, Australia

2. Sydney, Australia

3. London, UK

4. Madrid, Spain

4. Paris, France

theme park

The centre of Melbourne is home to several stadiums and other venues related to sport.

The most outstanding one is defi nitely the Melbourne Cricket Ground, also called the ‘MCG’ or 
just the ‘G’. The stadium is steeped in history and has a lot of stories to tell. However, today 
its capacity is about 100.000. Furthermore, the huge stadium is home to the National Sports 
Museum precinct. From March 2008 it will include the Sport Australia Hall of Fame, Australian 

Cricket Hall of Fame, Australian Gallery of Sport and Olympic Museum and the Melbourne Cricket 
Club Museum. Visitors can choose from a variety of guided tour, which is unfortunately, the only 

way to get into the stadium. 

The AFL World located in the CBD, is as well as the MCG a theme park for sport enthusiasts. It 
features the Australian Football Hall of Fame and the ultimate ‘AFL Experience’.

“The AFL Experience is a football adventure offering an eclectic blend of sound, vision and inter-
action that has been designed to get the blood pumping.”[29] 

Both the MCG and the AFL world are meant to be leading entertainment and tourism attractions.

1 AFL world logo [54]  2,5 artists impression of National Sports Museum [55,56]  3 AFL World [54]  4 MCG 3D [57]

2

4

5 

1 

3 

1 hobby cricket game  2 professional ‘Footy’ game

1 2
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‘Event Precinct’  vs. ‘Central Activity District’

Melbourne has the unique situation that the city center is directly adjacent to 
extensive parkland with several stadiums and sporting venues situated in it. Besides 
several annual events like the Australian Tennis Open, the Australian Rules Football 
Grand Final, the Moomba Waterfest the area is used for many other major events. 
More recently the area was home to the Commonwealth Games 2006 and the FINA 
Swimming World Championships 2007. Furthermore, the Formula 1 race circuit in 
Albert Park is within walking distance.

During these major events large parts of the usually vacant areas between the 
stadiums get transformed into a bustling amusement park with tents, snack bars and 
roller coasters.

Off these events the area is almost abandoned while just a stone’s throw away street 
live in the CBD is buzzing. Although, there are also dead spots in the CBD, it is the 
heart of the entire region that feature numerous attractions and therfore make locals 
and tourists populate the streets.

The two precincts work together very well if there are major events happening. Off the 
events there is an obvious gap. 

Melbourne Cricket Ground

Rod Laver Arena

aerial view on Melbourne [58]

Tent village at the Water Ski Championships
 and Moomba Waterfest



For me, the ‘Roof Top Tennis’ court is an icon for a new way of 
life in Melbourne’s CBD.

What the ‘Swimming Pool’ is in Miami,
the ‘Roof Top Tennis Court’ is in Melbourne.
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product

Melbourne’s CBD and Southbank harbour an unusual amount of roof top tennis courts. 
These courts are often part of new inner city apartment towers. The rising demand 
for inner city housing led to the circumstance that the tennis courts ‘had to follow’ the 
sportive Melbournians to their new homes downtown. Of course, these apartments are 
usually only affordable for the wealthier. Although, I met several students and workers 
who preferred to spend more money on their apartments in order to have everything 
they need close by.

1 different roof top tennis courts in the CBD and Southbank  2 satellite image of Melbourne CBD [59]

1 

2
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When leisure industry started to become one of the most important businesses world 
wide, Melbourne was one of the fi rst cities to jump on the bandwagon.
In 1991 the former Melbourne now the Victorian Major Event Company was founded 
on the realization that Melbourne does not boast a tourism icon as magnetic as the 
Sydney Opera House or the Eiffel Tower.[30] It’s basic mission was to actively target 
and attract events which can provide substantial economic impact and international 
profi le for Melbourne and Victoria.

Since its beginnings the company has grown constantly and gained a lot of infl uence. 
In 2005 the Victorian Government spent more than $58 million on running the VMEC 
and attracting major events.[31,32] Compared with $12 million a year in New South 
Wales.[31] These fi gures clearly straighten out the Victorian Governments strategy.

However, the event market is getting highly competitive. “There are more and more 
cities challenging us. (...) They are beginning to recognize what the right spread 
of events can do for a city, for its economy, for the local people.”, argues Sir Rod 
Eddington, chairman of the VMEC.[33]

Major events attracted by the VMEC include the Formula 1 Grand Prix, the FINA 
Swimming World Championships, the Homeless World Cup, the Volo Ocean Race and 
many others. There are also several non-sporting events like art and music festivals 
or fashion shows.

Besides the VMEC ‘Sport and Recreation Victoria’ does also play a key role in the coordination of the State 
Government’s major event strategy. Sport and Recreation Victoria fi nalizes contract negotiations with the 
relevant organization and undertakes contract management between the State and the major event.

Victorian Major Events Company

1. Melbourne, Australia 341,5

2. Paris, France 312,5

2. Sydney, Australia

4. Berlin, Germany 292

5. London, UK 287,5

6. Madrid, Spain 284,5

7. New York, USA 275,5

8. Beijing, China 262,5

9. Tokyo, Japan 255,5

10. Cape Town, South Africa 244

‘Worlds Ultimate Sports City’ As an indicator for its success Melbourne 
has recently been dedicated as the ‘Worlds 
Ultimate Sports City’ by the London based 
research company ArkSports Ltd 
The report was made in November 2006. 
Thereby, twenty cities made the initial cut 
based on their history of hosting sports 
events and were then ranked according to 
ArkSports by a range of criteria, including 
the number of annual sports events held, 
major events held or won until 2010, 
facilities, transport, accommodation, 
government support, weather, legacy, 
public sports interest and quality of 
life.[26,27]

1 Formula 1 Grand Prix  2 Melbourne Cup  3 Australian Masters  4 Australian Open [all 50]

1 2 
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While, stating such slogans it is important to understand 
that Melbourne offers a multiplicity of opinions and lives. 

Therefore, one should never saying such slogans - ‘out 
loud’.
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In Melbourne scarcely a month passes when there is not a major sporting event 
happening, which people across the world will be watching. This is no fortuity, this is 
the result of the event strategy pursued by the VMEC and the Victorian Government. 

The Australian Cities Global Relevance Index 2005 [34] refl ects the growing 
governmental and corporate interest in city branding. The index aims to help cities 
track international media perceptions of their strengths and weaknesses through the 
media. Researcher Terry Cutler said what emerged was the growing global importance 
of sport and cultural relations. The research supports the claim by major events 
organizers about the branding value of events such as international tennis and golf 
tournaments and the Grand Prix. He noted that coverage of such events tended to lead 
to wider reporting of cities, with Melbourne’s lifestyle, food and wine often referred to in 
association with sporting events.[35]

Melbourne and sport are so closely linked that The Times of India dubbed Melbourne as 
the sports capital of the world in 2006.[35] Moreover, in 61% of Melbourne’s worldwide 
newspaper mentions the article is related to sports. [34]

Peter Abraam, former CEO of the VMEC assumes an 
economic impact of about $1.5 billion, on Melbourne’s 
economy by attracting the big events.[30]

media

MELBOURNE EVENTS

WORLD WIDE SPECTATORS

TOURISTS

1.5 Billion
AU$

CITY

“When people come here they discover things that they didn’t think they would 
fi nd, like fantastic restaurants and airports that work pretty well, invariably they 

go away impressed and tell their friends about it.”

Sir Rod Eddington, chairman of the VMEC [33]

“To grow tourism there is a need to make major events synonymous with local 
and international perceptions of Melbourne.”

Peter Abraam, former CEO of the VMEC [30]
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Even if these rankings and fi gures can be called into question Melbourne’s position as a 
leading sports and event city is indisputable.
However, all that glitters is not gold. There are more and more critical voices that 
shouldn’t be overheard.
It is generally known that major events like the Grand Prix mean a major bill on the 
states fi nances. This already led to several discussions in newspapers and political 
cabinets. 

Several people are in doubt if they really benefi t from the promised economical impact. 
Who really benefi ts from this impact? Are it the owners of sporting venues, hotels and 
tourist shops? Or does really everyone benefi t from the major events strategy?
Major events are often by-passing the local people. For many the Grand Prix is just 
noisy and responsible for the garbage left in the park. Moreover, some politicians 
are questioning if all the money is not better invested in welfare, medical or housing 
programs.

“Grand Prix - ready, set, no (...) The Victorian Government is facing huge losses on this year’s 
event in Melbourne, where it is facing increasing criticism.” 

The Advertiser - opinion page [36]

“The next events will cost us millions of more dollars, (...) The State Government has become 
so concerned about the escalating costs of staging big events that it has called on the Federal 

Government for help.”

Victorian Tourism Minister, John Pandazopoulos [32]

“Victoria had scooped the world for leading sporting events, and should now increasingly focus 
on cultural programs (...) We have made a rod for our own back because we have been too 

successful.” 
Former major events chairman Ron Walker [32]

“I would also like to see the Major Events Company secure a broader slate of events and not just 
focus on ‘sports extravaganza’.”

Former premier Joan Kirner [32]

newspaper illustration [60]
critical voices
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According to global relevance, local identity and the creation of icons there is another 
fi erce discussion currently going on in Melbourne. As later explained, people are always 
on the search for physical (architectural) icons to which they can refer to. Since the 
‘Major events strategy’ is basically immaterial – except the stadiums – other projects 
jump in.

Unfortunately, there are several architects in Melbourne that regard the triangular 
patterned facade of Federation Square or the Storey Hall as a way to express local 
culture. Actually, Federation Square has become a beloved meeting place because of 
the unique experiences it offers to the public not because of it’s fractal enclosure.

“For architect Peter Davidson (...) what the place looks like is beside the point. 
‘Melbourne is a city of experience and what we were striving for was to create an iconic 
experience more than an iconic object,’ he says. ‘There is no element of function in 
those buildings that can make something big, there’s not a concert hall or huge volume 
that makes an iconic object.’ The paradox is that it’s become completely recognisable 
now as a symbol or icon for Melbourne.’”[37]

It is essential to realize this difference. Local culture is created through everyday 
actions by the citizens, not through abstract formal linkages in architecture.

icon debate 1: Federation Square

4000 people set new world record for longest Zorba dance (July 2004).
Utes take over the square to promote the annual Deniliquin Ute Muster 
(August 2004).
Rock band Regurgitator record an album while living on public display in 
a see-through bubble (September 2004).
Hundreds pose nude in the square to raise money for an anti-slavery 
campaign (December 2004).
Nike builds a mountain of old shoes to promote Zero Waste Week 
(October 2003).
CanTeen staff and volunteers attempt to make the world’s biggest 
bandana (October 2003).
Tibetan nuns create a sand mandala over fi ve days in the Atrium to raise 
funds for a new water supply for their nunnery (January 2004).
Matilda, a fi ve-year-old ewe from Hamilton, is shorn of her 40-kilogram 
fl eece for Royal Children’s Hospital fundraising (December 2004).
The world’s largest lamington, at 925 kilograms, is constructed from 
many small lamingtons in aid of Boxing Day tsunami victims (January 
2005).
Seeing Eye Dogs Australia holds its annual Wet Nose Festival, with 50 
art works “celebrating the special relationship between dogs and their 
owners” (February 2005).

1 Federation Square at night [61]   2 competition rendering, LAB architecture [62] 

Top 10 crowd-pleasers at Federation Square:[37]

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

1
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icon debate 2: Central Pier

For many an architectural icon should be built at Central Pier in Docklands in the near 
future. Basically, everyone agrees that the Central Pier site in Melbourne’s Docklands is 
signifi cant and offers a rare opportunity for a landmark building or a cultural space for 
Melbourne. 

Recently, ‘The Age’, a local newspaper, announced its support for a competition for an 
innovative design for the Central Pier site and has launched “An icon for Melbourne” 
campaign. Readers, architects, urban planners and civic leaders have been invited to 
contribute to the debate:[38]

Expectable, there are as many proposals for this stretch of the Docklands as there are 
architects:   

“An Aboriginal museum or a cultural centre (...) a ‘24-hour neural hub’, revolving 
around a digital library (...) a hub that contains a Singapore-inspired 24-hour 
theatre (...) a ‘digital lighthouse’ always ticking, always busy (...) a large tower with 
components ‘plugged’ into the frame; a building in a crystalline form, which engages 
the light refl ected off the water — ‘a changeable, chameleon-like thing’ (...) a Black 
Diamond an inner sanctum offering visitors a different perspective from without and 
within (...) a museum dedicated entirely to the work of the ‘young and the reckless’ 
(...) a music studios, a guitar factory, and performance spaces to host big names (...) 
something representing the docks’ maritime history (...) an institute for waterstudies 
(...) [last but not least] an iconic world garden, for the garden state, with resonances 
of immigrant homelands”[39]

For me, this list clearly depicts how aimless people in charge actually are. Without 
an overall urban concept people often suggest museums or opera houses to create 
architectural icons but who actually goes to the opera or the museum? Is it not sport, 
shopping or even offi ce work were local culture asserts itself — in the daily activities of 
everyone!
 

 artists impression of entire development, probably fi nished in 2020 [3]

“The point about icons is that they don’t exist in isolation, there needs to be content, there 
needs to be a project, a real desire to create something in the culture and it takes years for that 

to happen and gain support.” 

Philip Goad, Victorian president of the Royal Australian Institute of Architects [39]



design culture
street life
laneways
lifestyle
prada & graffi tti
art
sport

super events
VMEC
global media
brand value
periodical
stadiums
tourists

social sport
urban recreation
roof top tennis
homeless street soccer
daily life
citizens 

process 1

At fi rst came detailed fi eld-work and the collection and mapping of several bits and 
pieces throughout the ‘playing fi eld’. Then, I tried to outline the city’s specifi c substrate 
through the careful selection of certain issues. Sport was identifi ed as being the most 
intriguing one. 
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visit: the substrate of Melbourne

research from furniture to skyscraper

dissection:
identifi cation
of the specifi c
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THE
left: stair race at the parliament   right: aerial view on Melbourne [58]

thesis

In Melbourne sport and design have unconsciously become the urban program.
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“Well, I have thought this is because all Australians like sports. I have 
not realized that there could be such a potential. In Melbourne we 

usually think that art and culture is what Melbourne is known for. This 
is retroactive!” 

Shane Murray after I had explained my thesis to him for the fi rst time 
during studio. This statement exemplarily shows that (especially 

intellectual) Melbournians see their city in a different light than people 
all around the world. For example me, who previously heard about 

Melbourne only in accordance with sporting events and holidays.

thesis

In my opinion, the major reason why Melbourne has recently 
been so successful is that Melbourne has unconsciously chosen 
sport and design as its urban strategy. 

According to sports, two distinctive groups can be identifi ed. 
One is the world of ‘sports extravaganza’ built up around the 
super events, big stadiums, global media presence and the 
construction of Melbourne’s brand image internationally. The 
second one is as outstanding but beyond any strategic thinking 
and planning. It is the sport that happens every day throughout 
the city. The activities which refl ect the wants and desires of 
the local people. Even though, these two spheres of sports are 
somehow related they do exist independently from each other. 

Not to forget, beyond this topic of sport are the other layers of 
the city – the specifi c substrate I tried to identify and explain: 
The street life, the grid, the laneways, the design culture and 
others. They do all represent the vibrant heart of public space in 
Melbourne.
In Melbourne sport and design have more and more gained 
in importance over the last years. Beyond that, these issues 
have  strongly infl uenced the city’s present appearance and 
worldwide perception. However, the potential to recognize 
major events, city branding, social sports and urban space as an 
entity has not been realized yet. 
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adidas advertisement [63]
THElook about

“The instrumentalization of the urban realm in the context of marketing strategies is only a small 
section of the multifarious processes of transformation to which urban space is exposed in the 

wake of advancing globalization”

Friedrich von Borries [5]
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process 2

This chapter steps out of the ‘playing fi eld’. Issues related to the formulated thesis 
got picked up and were researched within a broader context. Global tendencies 
were studied in order to open up new perspectives onto the topic. Through this, a 
more comprehensive and well-grounded scenario for the city’s future development is 
possible.

visit, dissection, thesis:
the substrate of Melbourne

look about:
thematic research

research from furniture to skyscraper
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identity = brand + experience [5]

In a world defi ned by hyper-capitalism and expanding information technologies our 
social, economical and political value systems are undergoing radical changes. Values 
and lifestyles once conveyed by nationhood or religion are increasingly loosing their 
valence. According to Anna Klingmann: “It is precisely within pluralistic societies that 
signals of identifi cation take on a critical importance.”[7]

Melbourne is such a place, a melting pot for several ethnics and cultures, where 
individuals are forced to fi nd other purveyors of identity.
“In their search for identity people often use brands as universal signifi ers, because 
brands bring into play means of identifi cation that transcend cultural, traditional, and 
local differences.”[7] Therefore, identity can be found within different lifestyle attitudes 
and experiences, often represented by a brand. 

Klingmann defi nes the brand as follows: “A brand is not a product; it is something 
much less tangible – an aura of meanings. (...) A brand is both a personal and a social 
identity, an expression of who we think we are and with whom we want or expect to 
be compared. (...) Although brands have been around for a long time, their nature 
has changed signifi cantly. (...) Brand products are no longer bundles of functional 
characteristics but means of providing the customer with a certain identity.”[7]

For example: “The iPod, represents an economic value beyond its material and 
symbolic existence. The object (mp3 player) is converted into a catalyst (iPod) that 
enhances the perceived value of its user, (...) The very same progression from 
materiality to ephemerality – from object to experience and transformation – can be 
seen in architecture.”[7]  

It is this added value that makes brands, buildings or places worth more than they are 
in their strictly material, functional sense. A Brand offers a package where identities, 
images and lifestyles are synthesized into a coherent entity.[7]

“Whereas the idea of the machine permeated cultural and commercial production during the period between World War I 
to World War II and served as a metaphor for simplifi cation, standardization, specialization, and precision, today it’s the 

brand which has become a symbol for contemporary consumer values associated with the information age: differentiation, 
customization, communication, and perception.”[7]

Kevin Keller, a leading marketing expert, breaks brand equity down into two components: awareness and image.[7] 
“Awareness entails the consumer’s ability to single out one particular brand, among others. Image includes any scenario that 

a consumer might associate with a specifi c brand. In addition, strong brands develop a culture of unforgettable emotions 
and experiences associated with their character.”[7]

iPod advertisement [64]

“The architect cannot be engaged in the practice of architecture without inserting 
himself into a given economy and technology and trying to embrace the logic he fi nds 
there, even if he would like to contest it.”

Umberto Eco [6]
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 Starbucks coffee shop [7] 
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“Just as Calvin Klein changed the paradigm for fashion from ‘what I wear’ to ‘how I 
look’, architecture need s to take yet another leap from ‘how it is designed’ to ‘how it 
feels’.  Architecture is never judged by its functional performance alone but how it is 
experienced. Experiential design, (...), is about creating an architecture that people 
truly enjoy rather than merely appreciate on an intellectual level.”[7] 

“Within a generation, shopping malls have gone from functional shopping machines to 
highly immersive environments.”[7] The US coffee house Starbucks has been one of 
the earliest such entrepreneurs. Lighting, music, materials, textures and even the smell 
of roasted coffee, are all carefully designed to provide the right ambience that cater to 
the customers total experience.[7]

Today people travel to exactly those places they want to visit. They know them 
because they heard about them in the media. Each of the contemporary lifestyles 
and subcultures uses urban landscape in a different way. “This certainly changes the 
use and the character of what we traditionally consider as public space, which is not 
necessarily the space where everybody meets everybody any longer.”[8]

Architects have to respond to the contemporary lifestyles of a delocalized society 
more adequately. “The noble master builder has become a dream master who endows 
the bids of identity designed by marketing strategists with spatially and sensually 
experienceable form.”[5]

“[Architects] should moreover take their leave of the moral and aesthetic rigorism of 
the Modern, and devote themselves to becoming the architects of everyday activity for 
the benefi t of experience consumers.”[8]

‘Good bye Baumeister - hello Traummeister’ 

Friedrich von Borries [5]

experiential design



1 Long Island Duck [65]  2 Guggenheim Musuem Bilbao [66]
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branding in architecture 1

“For example, Prada, BMW, and other leading brands progressively employ architecture 
as a central part of a larger marketing strategy. But architecture and urban planning 
also increasingly borrow from branding. Cities such as Bilbao, Shanghai, Dubai have in 
recent years all successfully used architecture to enhance their image and elevate their 
position in the global village,” alleges Anna Klingmann.[7]
 
However, branding in architecture has a controversial reputation. One reason is that it 
has often been misunderstood and misinterpreted. Another reason is that branding has 
often contributed to the growing homogenization of people and places.[7]  

Therefore, I would like to pick four issues which I regard as noteworthy out of this vast 
and complex topic. The following subject areas outline contemporary potentials and 
grievances:  

- cultural monuments
- market places
- ‘brandscapes’[7]
- theme park

First is the construction of cultural monuments, a branding strategy that has its beginnings 
in the 1990s. Probably the most famous example is the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao. Sadly, 
the projects success has often been equated with signature architecture and icon making and 

therefore led to countless abortive copies.
This, just for the simple reason that one has to realize that branding exists beyond short-lived 

images of dazzling signature projects, and the superfi ciality of sensation.[7] The actual value of 
branding is not appraised as a formal object but by its ability to elicit relevant transformations in 

people and places and its ability to craft a unique and sustainable identity.[7]

Secondly, is the creation of ‘market places’ a branding strategy often used for larger urban 
redevelopments. For this purpose, urban planners try to combine diverse consumption programs 

with a feeling of local identity. Unfortunately, this has often been done through the repetition 
of proved international formulas, which lead to a mono-culture that is often not very inspiring 

and resilient. For example, the reactivation of waterfronts throughout the world which is in most 
cases done by similar patterns of action. By using a combination of entertainment, restaurants 

and retail. By doing so the people in charge could seldom achieve to capture the distinctiveness 
of their city.[40]

By the way, something similar happened at Melbourne’s Docklands.

2

Robert Venturi claimed that the ‘long 
island duck’ clearly combines functional 
and symbolic aspects of architecture, and 
therefore is noteworthy.[9]

1



1
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Thirdly, in the future capitalist city globally operating enterprises will play a 
dominant role in the creation of urban space. “[These] brands today generate physical 
contexts of their own by forming their own cultural contexts.”[7] A good example for 
me is the restaurant design of international fast food chains. These restaurants are 
usually following standardized designs all around the world. They incorporate a brand 
identity but disregard their local context. 
Two large scale urban examples are Times Square in New York and Potsdamer Platz 
in Berlin. “Both locations constitute territories fabricated by a global brand industry. 
Replacing the intricacies of local culture with the localization of initially delocalized 
brand identities.”

Fourthly, the prototype of all branded environments is Disneyland. “Its concept is based 
on a mix of heritage, myth and fantasy which then are progressively converted back 
into habitable realities”[7] - a theme park. The theme park has always been a very 
popular urban strategy. Yet cities itself have become theme parks. For instance Las 
Vegas which is a conglomerate consisting of several theme parks: Casinos, shopping 
malls, gated housing communities, etc.

Corporate theme parks like the ‘BMW world’ or the ‘AFL World’ constitute independent 
‘worlds’ that are closed off to the outside. The consumers fi nd themselves in another 
realm where they can experience the brand.[5] 
BMW world is a tourist destination. Effective, both as a brand experience and as 
an icon. Regardless, a corporate theme park does not connect to local culture and 
contributes less to the creation of local identity. It is a space dedicated to cater to the 
ultimate experience of its worldwide customers.[7]

branding in architecture 2

Therefore, Anna Klingmann proposes: 

“However, rather than deny the dominance of global brand presence, we ought to ask how its 
growing infl uence on multicultural contexts might be used to integrate social and cultural issues 

with the economic parameters. (...) What might be envisioned, (...) [are] planning strategies 
that reach beyond the status quo of a reinvented urban fantasy city as theme park, of  ‘ersatz 

entertainment lands’, to envision truly integrated urban spaces that establish new contingencies 
between market and place.”[7] 

“By examining the subject matter of branding, no longer from a formal or didactic viewpoint 
but from a experiential perspective – by outlining the start of a larger movement in which 

architecture can play a critical role as a catalyst to generate an authentic identity for people and 
places. It is a fact that people and places must differentiate themselves in a global economy. 

Accordingly, the question is how architects might creatively employ branding in order to promote 
cultural values that respect the heterogeneity of places and that align city-marketing activities 

with broader, inclusive objectives of urban development.”[7]

1 Times Square New York [67]   2 Potsdamer Platz Berlin [68]   3,4 BMW World [69]  



example 1: Nike urbanism Berlin

“Nike has discovered the valence of real spaces because in spatial experience, feelings 
of actuality and veracity can be generated. (...) In urban space brand identity becomes 
‘experienceable’”, argues Friedrich von Borries, a ‘spatial tactician’, in his book ‘Who is 
afraid of Niketown?’.

To describe the strategy beyond Nike’s urban interventions in Berlin, Borries uses the 
term ‘Experiential Functionalism’:

“It strives for activation and bids for identifi cation, for the development of multiple 
spaces of offering (...) not to design three-dimensional images but instead intensive 
experiences (...) to plan not fi xed spaces, but rather small-scale communicative 
processes (...) The socialization of the individual will take place within such activations 
(...) temporary actions and interventions, which will be spread out like a carpet across 
the existing urban framework.”[5]

“Nike’s urban interventions, in which the city is converted into a double stage: A stage 
for a brand that represents a brand image, and a stage for the target group, which 
can practice a different manner of using the city. (...) It is about defi ning the space of 
needs and desires.”[5]

So what are Nike’s urban interventions?

While the corporate theme park will always remain an island, Nike’s brand city 
delineates an unlimited territory. Moreover, Nike urbanism is predominantly immaterial 
and its spaces are in most cases not planned for the long term but instead staged for 
the present.[5] 

“The city resident is primarily interested in visiting an experiential space not a brand 
space.” 

“The illusion machine of marketing has discovered the reality” 

Friedrich von Borries [5]
 

One intervention or rather event was called ‘The Battle of the Districts’, a kind of street soccer 
league. Several suburbs of Berlin have so called ‘Boltzplätze’ - public street soccer pitches.

Nike re-utilized them in order to stage a marketing campaign that was camoufl aged as a social 
sports event. Such camoufl age attempts to manage and to manipulate street credibility.[5] 
For example, there were no Nike advertisements except a poster with the slogan “freedom 

lies behind the fence” which is ambiguously referring to the cool image of the real basketball 
courts in the Bronx.[5] In this case Nike ‘hijacked’ almost unnoticed a public place to transport 

commercial messages.
A similar tactic was used when Nike staged the ‘Subground Battle’. A Street Ball tournament in 
a subway station exactly below the former ‘Palast der Republik’. In this case, Nike consciously 
correlated the aura of a parliament, the atmosphere of a subway station and the swoosh sign, 
which was situated somewhere in the background. The expected effect is pretty obvious. The 

kids will unconsciously identify themselves with Nike and probably buy pricey Nike shoes in the 
near future. 

Borries insists: “The architect who does not wish to function as a dream master of coporate 
situationism must evolve perspectives transcending those of the brand. Needed are 

experientially functional perspectives for a city where performance and experience assume 
central roles in the multiple constructions of identity.”[5]

Since a city such as Melbourne, has other priorities than just maximizing profi t, the strategy 
of ‘Experiential Functionalism’ might open up several new possibilities in urban planning and 

marketing.

[set 1]
92 1,2 Nike Berlin [5]

1  ‘only to be fed with leather’ 2



example 2: US headquarter design - Nike vis à vis adidas
1,2 Nike World Headquarter, Beaverton, Portland [70,71]  below: adidas North American Headquarter, Portland [72]

1 2 3
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“Suburban vs. uban typologies, nature vs. community and Top-Down vs. Bottom-Up 
Design.”[10]

Nike and adidas, market leaders in the sector of sports apparel and leisure products, 
recently built their new world/North American headquarters in Portland, USA. The 
decision for Portland, is indicative for the metropolis’ outstanding quality of life and its 
recognized, strategic geoposition.[10] By the way, similar qualities as in Melbourne. 
The projects show two completely different strategies on how a global corporation plans 
and develops its local headquarters.

The Nike world headquarter built in 2000 is an isolated, corporate suburban campus, 
conceptualized as a retreat which should enhance creative thinking. The facilities of 
the Nike WHQ are luxurious, extravagant and high-tech, whereas the production plants 
in Asia do not reach the minimum standard for dignifi ed human work. As Nike invests 
millions in campaigns to boost its global image as a socially responsible corporation, 
it simultaneously blocks the local community where its WHQ is fenced-off to the 
public.[10]

The adidas Village built in 2002 marks a newer planning trend currently echoing 
nationwidely in the U.S. It represents a new trend for big corporate brands in America: 
the return to downtown. In addition to conventional advertisements adidas used the 
location and design for its new North American headquarter to sharply contrast itself 
from Nike. The adidas Village is situated in a central urban location. It has always 
been intended as a place that gets part of the fabric of the community. The Village is 
open to the public, is bicycle and transit friendly and has a series of pedestrian paths 
that connect the site with the surrounding neighborhood. Moreover, the headquarters 
feature public sport courts, a day care center, a restaurant and other recreational 
facilities. In contrast to Nike, citizens and local businesses had been involved in the 
design process from the beginning. Therefore, adidas earned the appreciation of the 
community and the City of Portland.[10] In account of the location of the adidas Village 
people engage actively with the brand each day. 



1 buildings are programmatic hybrids [41]  below: adidas World of Sports, image from master plan competition [73]

1

+++++

=====
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example 3: Adidas World of Sports

Another project by Adidas that should be mentioned is the ‘adidas World of Sports’ in 
Herzogenaurach, Germany. The master plan for adidas’ new world headquarter was 
developed in 1999, the individual buildings are still under construction. Unlike in its 
American counterpart, this project is situated at the site of a former military base. In 
this case “Adidas formulates an ageographical space of it’s own.”[41]

The reason for instancing this project is not the way how it is integrated into a local 
context, but how the environment is scenarized and choreographed.

“[The] topography as binding element establishes the common ground for disparate 
programmatic components. (...) All buildings are staged according to specifi c viewing 
lines, creating selected cones of vision within a cinematic landscape.”[41]

The employed design strategy lend a lot from zoo design. Combining behavioral 
contingencies with naturalistic settings, zoos are perhaps the oldest theme parks 
in which behavioral engineering is carefully combined with fi lmic techniques and 
sceneographic strategies. For example, ways to enable proximity of the visitors to 
the animals while not disturbing their habitat. Another one is to provoke a constant 
circulation of the animals.[41]

Similar principles were used for the sports events of the adidas campus. While walking 
around the campus there are changing effects for the players as well as the viewers. 
Therefore, the topography is carefully designed - nothing is left by chance. [41]

The smoothly and dynamically designed buildings are all programmatic hybrids. 
The Conference Center is combined with an indoor gym to facilitate a synchronous 
occurrence of work and leisure activities. The Innovation Center is unexpectedly 
traversed by a jumping ramp connecting to a skating rink. The Multifunctional Hall used 
for team sports as well as product testing, combines with several tennis courts.[41]

limited visual overview and various attractors 
provoke movement [41]

the observer never sees other observers
one way visual connection allows for proximity [41]



example 4: Artifi cial Arcadia[set 1]
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The photographs in the book by Bas Princen portray new forms of urban leisure 
activities in the Netherlands. In his essay, Bart Lootsma writes on how Princen’s 
photographs undermine the existing order of architecture:

“The places and events we encountered in the book (...) are abandoned, orphaned 
places and events, ‘non places’ and ‘non-events’ which at fi rst sight seem to be devoid 
any logic. (...) They do so by showing unexpected activities which nonetheless possess 
a surprising vitality that makes them hold our attention. They do not even pose 
the question of what style we ought to build in, for the spaces portrayed are totally 
styleless. (...) Now, however, it is not about the forms or technologies we are blind to, 
but new forms of human behavior, organization and spatial use.”[8]

Today we do not have more leisure time, but everyone uses the time he has more 
intensely. New information technologies enable us to fi nd like-minded people and new 
products enable us to live our individual dreams.[8]

“The places and activities (...) may not seem spectacular, they may be ephemeral and 
the groups involved may not be so big, but on all photographs we see that people are 
involved or even immersed in them in the most serious way.”[8]

I chose this example to bring to mind that people today exactly now what they want. 
Therefore, architecture is more than ever challenged to study their ‘target groups’, to 
identify new trends in social behavior. Is not this truly the ‘science of life’?

“As we grow, we learn to contrast surface to substance, to believe that our real selves and the 
real world exist beyond the superfi ciality of sensation.” 

Anna Klingmann [7]

1 garbage dump BMX race  2 fl y fi shing practising  below: metamorphosed parking site - ‘the beauty of the ordinary’ [all 8]

1 2



example 5: Offi ce for Metropolitan Architecture
1 Dee and Charles Wyly Theater, Dallas  below: the theater allows a precise defi nition of the relation to its surrounding context [74]  
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“OMA’s (...) architecture is less animated by the creative act itself than energized 
by the ever-shifting conditions of the contemporary city. (...) Forms are no longer 
‘designed,’ but rather ‘emerge’ (...) tied to the rejection of a prescriptive aesthetic 
discourse.”[7]

“Just like his modernist predecessors, Koolhaas narrows the parameters of each 
project down to its most generic functions to eliminate any prevailing ideologies from 
it: After all, ‘what is a university library today but a surface on which to locate books 
and computers and a path to bring the public to them?... What is an Opera House but 
a facility for the company to manufacture performances and a place for the public to 
assemble and watch them?’ For Koolhaas, the banal constitutes a neutral base from 
which to initiate his subversive strategy of difference. The most specifi c condition is 
distilled from the most generic to the point where the common is defi ned anew, and the 
fundamentally unoriginal is converted into something inherently original. The generic 
and the specifi c are played off against each other to the point where neither one is 
dominant. (..) His work does not reject modernism, (...) , but ironically affi rms it, by 
subverting its outmoded aura and reinscribing it as a product of consumer society.”[7]

OMA’s works exemplarily show how commercial and cultural interests can successfully 
be combined through architecture. Their projects do often constitute radical and new 
typologies, and rise progressive forms of urban organization.

1

“By masquerading and inverting commercial mechanisms to realize cultural projects, 
Koolhaas invents programmatic hybrids that outside both territories, yet seem to be 
contingent on both.”

Anna Klingmann [7]



1
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example 6: time factor - architecture vs. media
1 Nike commercial [75]   2 opening credits CSI Miami [76]
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“The task of providing engaging experiences has largely fallen to the media. (...) 
[However], we must differentiate between the short-term fl ickering effect like that 
of a TV commercial and a sensation that stays in people’s memory for a long time. 
(...) Architecture, by its very nature, has much more long-lasting effects than the 
ephemeral products of the media because it can manifest ideas about who we are into 
permanent and tangible forms that endure over time. (...) Since architecture has the 
power to turn ideas and dreams into lived experience, it becomes an emblem that is 
imprinted in people’s memory.”[7]

In architectural discussions, fl exibility is a quality that is constantly demanded whereas 
stability is a quality seldom referred to. The fact is that architecture has commonly to 
sustain for a considerable time. In our contemporary environment, where everything 
is in constant movement, architecture has the unique opportunity to create a point 
of reference that endures and where people can refer to. Therefore, the potential of 
architecture as a brand is its ability to establish an outlasting communication process 
rather than the mere implementation of chlichéd image worlds.

“Once architecture is linked to a set of values that are understood by the audience, it 
transcends its material value to engage in a dialogue with its audience that transmutes 
the passage of time. (...) Architecture engages its public on the level of the senses, 
how it comes to life for people and forges deep and meaningful connections.”[7]

However, the media - in terms of a strategic instrument not as an application for 
buildings – cannot be neglected. “Within the development of marketable urban images 
and postcard pictures, [the media] assumes an important, even central role, and 
architects are the set designers of this scenarization of the city.”[5]

Nike commercial from the mid-1990s shows André Agassi and Pete Sampras 
playing tennis on 5th Avenue. The mode of functioning of the city is thereby 
abrogated, the logic of the everyday ruptured. The street becomes a tennis 

court, the sidewalk stands. Sports – in contrast to the everyday urban context 
– is scenarized here as an act of liberation. “Just do it”[5]

The opening credits of CSI Miami create a designated identity of 
the city in the viewers mind within several seconds.
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example 7: social responsibility[set 1]
104 1 Rüdi Kalin, swiss player at the Homeless World Cup [77]  below: Homeless World Cup in Cape Town 

“Let‘s put welfare and sport in the same box. Let’s create something new!”

Mel Young, President & Co-founder, Homeless World Cup [78]

“We destroyed the stereotype. We were cool!”

Rory Levine, participant of the Homeless World Cup [78]

In 2001 Harald Schmied and Mel Young came up with the idea for the Homeless World 
Cup. They were looking for an international language to unite homeless people around 
the world. Football was it.[42]
Around 500 players from 48 nations around the globe attended the annual Homeless 
World Cup event in Copenhagen. However, this is the tip of the ice-berg. It is estimated 
that 25,000 people benefi t from pre-tournament training and rials. Following the 
Edinburgh 2005 Homeless World Cup, 77% of  players have signifi cantly improved 
their lives through employment, housing, education and/or drug/alcohol treatment 
programs.[42]

Another award of the cup is that it brings the issue of homelessness in the public view. 
Each Homeless World Cup is accompanied by extensive media coverage. 

Especially sports brands, for example Nike, adidas or Puma use events like the 
Homeless World Cup to advertise  problem areas such as Aids and the disadvantaged 
status of youth in inner city neighborhoods to elevate their image as a social 
responsible company. Actually, one does not know if they are doing so with good 
intent or to whitewash them from unfair labor practices happening at their shoe 
manufactories. However, it shows the willingness of these companies to actively engage 
themselves with issues of social responsibility.

In November 2008 Melbourne is going to stage the Homeless World Cup at Federation 
Square.



concept

How can the multi-billion dollar business of attracting ‘major events’ positively affect the public 
realm and the daily life in the city and vis versa?

artists impression [73]

CON THE[set 1]
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refl ection

In the fi rst chapter I tried to elaborate the specifi c substrate of 
the city. We heard about the unique lifestyle and street culture, 
the transformation from the Melbourne CBD to a Central Activity 
District and the infl uential role of design. 

In the second chapter sport was identifi ed as being highly 
intriguing within various ways in Melbourne. Beyond, issues of 
global relevance, the media and the importance of city branding 
came up. Attention was also called to the growing criticism on 
the ‘major events strategy’ and the disconnectedness of social 
and professional sports.  

Therefore, the thesis was formulated that sport and design have 
unconsciously become the urban program in Melbourne. It was 
pointed out that the potential to recognize major events, city 
branding, social sports and urban space as an entity has not 
been realized yet.

In the fourth chapter we learned more about issues such 
as identity, city branding, contemporary forms of social and 
spatial organization, the role of global brands such as Nike and 
adidas and last but not least the potentials of architecture as 
part of larger marketing strategy. If one puts these quite new 
cognitions next to the formulated thesis, one might immediately 
recognize coherencies and possible linkages in the defi nition of 
potentials and shortcomings.

What through all this research has clearly become explicit to me is the 
fact that Melbourne has actually everything it needs. If I compare the 
worldwide competition of cities to provide their citizens with the best 

possible urban environment and their ambition to become hot spots on 
the world map with a tennis game, then Melbourne is close to win. The 

score is 5-4. Melbourne is going to serve for the match. However, as 
we know, a match is not fi nished until the last ball is played!

In my view, what Melbourne could do to become really successful 
and to be prepared for the future is something that takes all the 

discovered potentials, from furniture to skyscraper, from social sports 
to the ‘major events strategy’ from local identity to the construction 

of a global brand and put them all together.  What it needs, is a 
concept that celebrates the uniqueness of the city, that puts the 

citizens and their lifestyles in the global shop window. A strategy that 
links ambitious marketing campaigns with the desire of local people 
for an experiential environment and simultaneously services social 

integration through architecture. Melbourne has to fi nish what already 
started years ago.

Needed is a city oriented toward self-presentation, self-experience and 
self-exploration.[7]
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authenti[city] 

First, Melbourne has to envision itself as a brand. As we heard 
in the previous chapter a branding strategy should be grounded 
in a place’s own capacity, not in a fi xation on the activity of 
competitors or the objective of the architect. Thus, the goal is 
to express the local dimensions of people and places, which 
will quite naturally lead to an authentic and persistent identity, 
which radiates from the inside out and, almost by default, what 
results in a long-lasting competitive edge.[7]

Therefore, the architecture wanted must provide environments 
that enable relevant emotional experiences at different points 
of contact with its users.[7] Along with that, the conceived 
architecture has to become part of the daily life in the city 
and must allow people to make it part of their lifestyles. With 
the end to fi nally enforce the connection between cultural 
identifi cation and place and to strengthen the global image of 
Melbourne as a city for sports and design.

“The architect as a choreographer sets the stage (architecture), 
determines the plot (activities), and guides the actors (users) 
through a dramatic sequencing of situations.”[5]

“There cannot be a greater level of authenticity than a 
transformed individual or place that expresses its intrinsic 
qualities.”

Anna Klingmann [7]

I never intended to create a vendors tray full of architectural and 
marketing tools from where the people in power can avail themselves 
by will. The concept should rather be used as a kind of ‘riddle screen’. 

With this fi lter the city could be searched for underutilised sites that 
could not be developed yet or social projects that were not feasible 

up to now. Therefore, the branding strategy may be considered as an 
additional layer (added value) that can be used on top of a set of pre-

existing conditions in order to make things happen. So, each project 
actually emerges out of it’s specifi c context and not out of the desire to 

construct an icon.  

layer

camoufl age

As we have seen at Nike’s urban interventions in Berlin ‘camoufl age 
strategies’ attempt to annul distinctions between advertising 

campaigns and real life. The intent beyond this strategies is avoiding 
allowing the brand to make an aggressive appearance and therefore 

manipulate street credibility.[5] Such camoufl age opens up new 
dimensions of branding. Especially a city is home to several opinions 

and lifestyles. Therefore, one should never enunciate a slogan such as 
‘Melbourne the ultimate sports city’, it is too limited. 

[set 1]
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create an image account

The brand Melbourne is constructed around a network of 
experiences that it offers to its citizens and visitors. This 
takes into account Melbourne’s much more intimate and 
heterogeneous character with its general absence of large 
vistas. 

Therefore, I suppose that the city of Melbourne opens an ‘image 
account’. Similar to a bank account the city is responsible to 
regularly pay into this account. These images do not necessarily 
show architecture, they portray experiences. Architecture and 
urban space is part of these images but not the essence of it. 
Logically, the more experiences and images the city can provide 
the more will it strengthen Melbourne’s brand value world wide. 

Accordingly, we ought to consider the city as a strategic fi eld 
– a ‘playing fi eld’. So, the possible interventions could be in any 
scale - from furniture to skyscraper and spread out like a carpet 
over the city. Moreover, a network allows for faster tactical 
shifts, parts can quickly be added or removed. It is a dynamic 
process that does also align with the intellectual program of 
the grid — a neverending transformation within predetermined 
boundaries.

“A network of experiential spaces could spread out like a carpet over 
the city.”

Friedrich von Borries [5]

[set 1]
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historic Footy game at the MCG [50]
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The following design projects and spatial interventions were simultaneously developed 
with the pre-formulated concept. These fi ve individual projects contribute to the overall 
concept within various ways. All projects are within different scales and degrees of 
elaboration.

The design studio in Melbourne was arranged around a multi-staged design 
competition. After the general research and fi eld work each of the 15 students had to 
develop two design proposals. The seven best projects were selected and got worked 
up in groups to be presented at a public exhibition. During this phase I worked together 
with Jeanne Guerrin on the Flagstaff Gardens Pavilion and with Sam Perversi-Brooks 
and Sophia Burgess on the Flinders Street Perimeter project. In the public vote the 
projects got 1st and 2nd. In the professionals’ vote the projects got 2nd and 3rd 
(First was the web page ‘Melbourne Vacancy Exchange’. Here one could search for 
and register marginal or underused spaces that fall outside the normal regimes of the 
property market.)

process 3
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Each intervention is developed out of 
its specifi c context and is re-embeded 

in the specifi c substrate of the city.
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XS  Kings Way Go-Kart Track[set 2]
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By using the waiting loops as a race course for go-karts, an exciting urban place may 
unfold. A place where on can come to participate or just watch others. Required facilities 
will be minimal. The go-kart track could be an addition to Crown Casino’s entertainment 
offerings.

proposal

conclusion
This simple example shows how minimal architectural interventions on sites such as car 
parks and left-over spaces can improve public space according to the formulated concept. 
Moreover, the following photo montage is the fi rst deposit on the image account.

Exhibition Center Convention Center

situation

Crown casino and hotel complex Kings Way

Behind the entertainment complex of Crown Casino and beneath Kings Highway there are 
several waiting loops for taxis. During the day the loops remain unused. The area has a 
back yard character and is an obvious gap in the network of public space in Southbank.
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“Buildings fulfi ll needs; architecture fulfi lls desires.” 
Anna Klingmann [BS]

S  Golf Shop Camoufl age[set 2]
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An established golf store of a national retail chain is situated at the intersection of 
Franklin Street and Elizabeth Street. Because of its excellent location and during the 
city’s development process the site is under pressure. 

Inside the crowded shop there is a kind of artifi cial leisure landscape – a driving range 
and a putting green in miniature format. The roof and space above the one storey 
building are not used. 

situation[set 2]
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proposal

By upgrading the roof to a compact golf course, enclosed by a netted cage, and by 
putting a café in the 1st fl oor, the golf  shop will get a place where costumers and 
citizens can test products for free and have a coffee in the sun. Citizens get a new 
mini-park with an outdoor terrace in the heart of the city. In addition, the volume of the 
cage will be visible along all streets, and turn to a powerful advertisement for the shop 
and create a image for the cities sport identity.

before after

This, small project exemplarily shows how a yet unrealized potential gets converted 
into a catalyst for cultural and economic change, thus enabling it to surpass its use 
value and attain brand equity.[7]

The golf shop is camoufl aged as a public space, watching out for potential customers. 
Through the public utilization of an economic space a typology emerges that gains new 
qualities. By that the golf shop and the mini-park together might resist the pressure for 
a high-rise commercial development and offers citizens the opportunity to experience 
their city in a different way.

The second deposit on the image account...

conclusion
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2nd phase of competition in collabortaion with Jeanne Guerrin
M  Flagstaff Gardens Pavilion[set 2]
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Queen Victoria Market Melbourne  Central

the 1865 lands department plan of Flagstaff Gardens [44]

High Court of Australia + subway stationSt. James Old Cathedral

Flagstaff Gardens is situated at the north end of the Central Business District. The park 
takes up two city blocks and is about 200m by 400m in area. Most of the surroundings 
is made up by offi ce blocks. Therefore, many business people use the park for 
recreation before, in between, or after work.

The fi rst phase of development of the Flagstaff Gardens started simultaneously with 
the settlement of  Melbourne in 1835. In 1840 it was decided to establish a new signal 
station and fl agstaff on the hill. “The fl agstaff was used to send messages between the 
harbour and the town using signal fl ags.”[44] The following decades the park was also 
home to a burial ground and an observatory. In 1878 the Melbourne Bowling Club was 
the parks fi rst sports facility. Followed by two tennis courts in 1924.[44]

Up to now, Flagstaff Gardens has accumulated a most diverse range of plants, 
buildings, landscapes and activities, all on a small plot of land in the central city. 
Flagstaff Gardens can be much more than what is currently proposed for its future 
development. It is the park’s dynamic spirit and its unique quality to bring the most 
heterogeneous elements together on this small site: palm trees and the local, old 
wattle trees, sharp declines and smooth valleys, offi ce workers having BBQs and people 
doing Tai Chi in the early morning hours. A short walk through Flagstaff Gardens can be 
more refreshing and inspiring than a whole day in Royal Park!

situation satelite image[51][set 2]
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Flagstaff Hillmulti purpose courts 
Melbourne Bowling Club

NOW
- existing facilities are hard to use
- no changing rooms
- old toilet block outside the park
- bookings to be made at city baths
- inaccessible, fenced court 
- no seating to watch
- courts have to be set up each time

The current master plan is largely dedicated to conservational issues.[44] Whereby the 
actual problem of the park is that its facilities are rather diffi cult to use or not accessible 
to the public. Especially the tennis and netball courts. Changing rooms do not exist, the 
public toilets are poorly located, and the necessity to always reconfi gure the courts to 
accommodate different games calls for a solution.

problems
image [78]
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WITH PAVILION
+ 6 new covered sports or recreational courts
+ proper changing rooms and public toilets
+ open ground with terraced seating
+ kiosk with roofed outdoor seating area
+ staff provides bookings, helps and supervises
+ sports equipment check-out
+ tree top bar with view to queen victoria market
+ park regains a focal point
+ contribution to proposed Melbourne branding
   strategy and image account.

tram stop
intersection

Flagstaff Hill
car park

Queen Victoria Market

By stacking all the dispersed or missing amenities and activities in a single, transparent 
building, the park will regain a focal point. Visible from the city and creating a dialogue 
between visitors and the park itself, the pavilion could become a beloved meeting place 
in the heart of Melbourne. Such as the Flagstaff and the signal station were in the 
1840s. 

proposal

The new pavilion would arise at the site of the existing multi-purpose 
courts. It does not take up any more space of the park. Moreover, the 

site is strategically well located. 

Keep the proposal of the offi cial master plan for the Melbourne Bowling Club: 
Caretaker’s cottage transformed into a traditional cafe with outdoor dining terrace 

overlooking the bowling greens and new bowling club house.[44]

Flagstaff Hill and the signal station in 
the early 1840s [44]
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viewing connection to Peel Street and Queen Victoria Market

implementation

viewing connection to Flagstaff Hill

 section and fl oor plan s1:1600
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Especially at night, the pavilion would turn into an illuminated cage of activity. 
A focal point for the park and the city.
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The pavilion will only take up programs and activities that are currently happening in 
the park. As well as those amenities that are obviously lacking. As already mentioned 
this will basically be service facilities, sports and recreational courts. The pavilion 
would take up the following main courts: The most popular sport happening on the 
existing multi-purpose courts is Netball. A game similar to basketball mostly played by 
women. The second is a tennis court. As previously explained, tennis is very popular. 
and especially roof top tennis could obtain an iconic status. The third proposed court 
would be a street soccer pitch. That would offer the Big Issue street soccer program a 
permanent court within the public. Moreover, the upcoming Street Soccer World Cup in 
Melbourne and the fact that the game can easily be played by everyone makes a street 
soccer pitch worth considering.

Another very popular program at Flagstaff Gardens are weddings. Currently, the park 
can be hired for weddings from the Melbourne City Council. A church is also close by. 
Instead of each time setting up a wedding party the pavilion could also take up this 
function. 

programming

The time factor is also relevant for programming the 
building. During the week there are many business 
people populating the park. Doing a lot of sports. 
Especially at weekends the park is more quiet. 
Therefore, the pavilion should aesthetically be in 
line with its surrounding environment. Even without 
people bringing the building to life.
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+<>+

The pavilion architecturally refers to the surrounding trees

1. cage
Above ground fl oor there will be the stacked sport courts or venue spaces as well 
as a tree-top bar. A circulation space will lead through the whole structure. There, 
people will be able to experience all the games played, and the surrounding park from 
different perspectives. All of the courts are covered, outdoor spaces. Thus, one will 
get the feeling of playing within the trees. At the same time, the pavilion will turn into 
a show case for the city by exhibiting all the different sports people are playing in 
Melbourne. 

2. service facilities and infrastructure
The ground fl oor is the public interface between park and pavilion. It will provide all 
missing service and sanitary facilities.

program breakdown[set 2]
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++

1. cage
A lightweight steel structure is proposed for the cage. It will be encased by different 
types of meshes and netting materials.

materialization

2.  service facilities and infrastructure
The construction and surface material for all service facilities and infrastructure is 
concrete.
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Fordyce Bath House, 1915, Arkansas USA [80]
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level 3

level 2

level 1

sport   w l h fl ooring mesh   case

tennis court  17 33 8 carpet  small  string
netball court  15 30 7 parquet  medium rope
street soccer pitch 16 22 7 tarmac  medium           iron bars

judo, karate, aerobic 10 13 3.2 soft fl oor  large  elastic

(geräteturnen)  8 11 3.2 mat  large  elastic

cricket practice net  34 4.5 3.2 plastic  small  tear proof

general practice room 7.5 10 3.2  parquet  small  hard

1 cage: stacking

The most part of the pavilion is built up by the three main courts. Street soccer, 
netball and tennis. The spaces in between are fi lled up with smaller sports and 
recreational rooms and circulation. All courts are customized according to their specifi c 
requirements. 

There is also a tree top with a view to the netball court and an outdoor terrace.
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C

A

D

E

F

G

H

level 1
A  street soccer pitch
B  gymnasium
C  judo, karate, aerobic

level 2
E  cricket practice lane
F  netball court

s1:500

level 1.5
D general recreation room

level 2.5
G  tree trop bar 

1 cage: fl oor plans 

level 3
H tennis court
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1 night view  below: day view, netball court from tree top bar

wekend wedding

Escpecially, the neball court would suit for wedding 
ceremonies and banquettes. 

1 cage: interior

weekday sports

1
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1

2 service facilities and infrastructure

The basement takes up a bistro kitchen to cater the kiosk, the venue spaces and the 
tree top bar using food lifts. Moreover, there is storage space for sports equipment and 
event technology. Thus, the elevator is generously calculated.  

The ground fl oor is the public interface between park and pavilion. All public amenities 
are arranged in a spiral around the internal stair case. Access is possible within all 
directions from outside the building. Therefore, all internal spaces are private.

The sports courts can be accessed using the main stair or the elevator.
The multi-purpose court on the ground level is lowered for about 2.5 meters. This 
allows for seating to the west and north.

basement s1:250  A kitchen  B food lift  C equipment storage  D building services

   1 lockers, Jordi Tio - Casa Camper, Barcelona  2 reception desk/kiosk, hotel QT, New York [81]
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 ground fl oor s1:250
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toilets women

changing rooms women

changing rooms men

fi rst aid

handicapped toilet and changing

toilets men

lockers

reception desk, kiosk, bar

gardener storage

seating, event space
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 longitudinal section s1:250
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cross section s1:250
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L  Flinders Street Perimter
2nd phase of competition in collabortaion with Sam Perversi-Brooks and Sophia Burgess
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The Flinders Street Station rail yards are bounded by a narrow space of underutilised 
land. The stagnant nature of this piece of riverside land caused that it regularly felt to 
be unsafe and under populated. Recent efforts to make the area more pleasant have 
not resulted in drawing larger numbers of people to the area. 

The river bank along the train station functions only as a passage space from the 
CBD or the train station to Southbank and vice versa. To the west of the site, beneath 
the rail yards there are the so called ‘Banana Alley Vaults’ which are rather derelict. 
Though, some of them take up stores or gyms. 

The entire site has already been subject to several urban development concepts. 
However, there has not been any satisfying result so far. Major problems are the 
narrowness along the perimeter and the high costs to overbuild the rail yards. 
Though, the search for an appropriate building function along the river remains most 
challenging. 

The city council has announced its preference to establish a youth precinct at the area.

Flinders Street Station is part of 
a series among Melbourne’s most 
recognizable landmarks along the 
Yarra. It is probably the best-
known railway station in Australia.
Moreover, it is the central railway 
station of the suburban rail 
network of Melbourne. Each 
weekday, over 110,000 commuters 
and 1,500 trains pass through the 
station.

situation Federation Square
MCG

Eureka Tower 
highest building of Melbourne 297,3m
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proposal

Tying together commerce and community.

This project is about connections; connections between the city and the river, sports 
and the branding image of Melbourne internationally, homeless youth and programs to 
re-engage them with society.

Sports and other programs are all carefully selected according to specifi c needs 
in the city and their compatibility. Organizations contacted include Nike, Big Issue 
Foundation, Choir of Hardknocks, Front Yard Youth Services and the Albert Park Indoor 
Sports Center.

The interlinking of these programs in a hybrid urban design project will allow 
for several synergetic effects. Moreover, the sites exposed location on top of the 
Banana Vaults, provides the required visual impact and dialogue with surrounding 
environment.

In this urban proposal the branding strategy is actively used as a powerful catalyst 
that enables social projects to happen by lifting the projects’ overall value above its 
actual use value, and therefore attain brand equity.
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Beside the program, pathways and viewing axes are actively used to scenerize the 
building and the surrounding area. In doing so, the building will turn into a transition 
space from the CBD to Flinders Street Station and Southbank that allows for several 
experiences. These pathways also make the buildings’ facilities and commercial 
enterprises open and accessible to the various user groups, whilst supporting a 
connection between the public and those living on the fringes of society.

Architecturally, the ideas and programs are interpreted into two main buildings, located 
on either side of the Flinders Street railway tracks. Through bridges the buildings 
are physically interlocked. These links also form a metaphorical bridge between the 
different programs and user groups on either side of the rail yards. On one side the 
youth center and cultural facilities combined with Nike’s Australian Headquarter. On the 
other side the general public in the sporting facilities.

       
         

A  fl inders street building
    youth crisis centre
    youth lounge and studio space
    Niketown
    sport hotel
B  northbank building
    multifunctional sports halls
    gym/spa/treatment/health
C  banana vaults
    bar/retail
    youth run restaurant

D  welcoming building
    information and tourist hub
    stacked bars on top
1  watching and doing
    free sport and event facilities
    amphitheatre and river seating
    sepperated pedestrian and bicycle way
2  links
    footbridge
    underpass through Banana Vaults
    
    important connection points
    important viewing relationships

programmatic / connections diagram

2
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1
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The perimeter turns into a continuous event of watching and doing that allows for 
multiple experiences. 

underpass

1. the perimeter 2. the windows

sport / exercise
performance / dance

Large scale protruding windows visually frame various activities aimed at creating an active 
engagement with the building, the river and the city.
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master plan 

Within the layout of the city grid the Flinders Street perimeter building fi ts into a precinct 
of iconic Melbourne landmarks: Federation square, the existing Flinders Street Station, 
and the network of infrastructure bound by the Yarra River.
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basement

1st fl oor

ground fl oor

youth crisis and support centre 

user groups:

    melbourne city mission

    reclink

    front yard

    the big issue

lounge and art space

basic kitchen

sanitary facilities and lockers

medical suites

offi ces

diagramtic fl oor plans

niketown

nike concept store

performance space

offi ces

sports centre

basketball

netball

tennis

indoor soccer

gym

general practice rooms 

physio

chiropractor

massage

changing rooms

shop, kiosk

lounge

2nd fl oor

3rd fl oor

4th fl oor

youth crisis centre

youth crisis centre ofi ces

nike concept store

nike offi ces

sport services

sport courts

yarra interventions

public space & culture

welcome building

reception desk

booking facilities

stacked bars and lookout 

supermarket 
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sports hall:
Active city residents 
unconsciously appear in a show 
case for the city, while they are 
exercising and enjoying the view 
to the south.

ground fl oor:A major point of 
reconnection between the cbd 
and the yarra river is made with 
the opening up of the Banana 
Alley Vaults. The entry to the 
perimeter building can also be 
made from this pathway.

 south elevation s1:2000
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Contextually, the large doors and 
windows, and the linear character of 
Flinders Street station are refl ected 
in both the plan and elevation of the 
building. The facade of the Flinders 
Street Perimeter building references 
the decadence of the turn of the 
century station building. The plan 
of the perimeter building aims to 
follow and interact with the railway 
yards.

north elevation s1:2000

Nike event space. Real sports 
inside the store and across the 

rail yards engage costumers.

In the axis of Queen street the 
extension of the sports building 

sticks out of the north facade.

Major circulation space. 
Access to Nike concept store, 

Youth lounge, studio spaces 
and access to footbridge. 
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the two buildings are visually and programmatically interlocked
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old
A derelict addition to the south end of Flinders Street Station is currently home to a 
‘The Clock’s TAB’. Connection to the Yarra north bank is via a pokey. The area is dingy, 
and the pathways of circulation are underutilized. Moreover, the on-site platform and 
railway tracks fell out of use.

new
The proposal for this area consists of a small four story tower. It acts as the welcoming 
building, the focal point. Accessible from St Kilda Road, the ground fl oor holds a 
reception area for booking the various sports and cultural facilities, and a tourist centre 
focused on the Yarra River network. Above are three bar/café levels. A street ball court 
is located under the building connecting to the station platforms and river promenade.

section 1: welcoming building and stacked bars
s1:500
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C

section 2: river seating

old
Existing pontoon fl oats in the Yarra. The only pathway is narrow and along a wall. The 
platform of the station is unused and the old tracks are fenced off and currently serve 
as a garbage dump.

new
Seating to waters edge, looking onto the existing pontoon which could become 
activated with table tennis and other leisure facilities. The main boulevard pathway is 
pushed to the top of the embankment to maximise the public domain and visual
connection to the station platforms. Therefore, the lower path can be used as bicycle 
way.

s1:500
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old
The site is a passage space. Except for some lighting posts and timber fences there is 
not much to see and do. Only the view to the south keeps the pedestrians’ attention. 
Connex uses the space between the rail yards and the public path as staff car parking 
creating a ‘dead-zone’.

new
A new Amphitheatre with stepped seating to the river looking to a fl oating performance 
stage below, and across to Southbank re-invigorates this precinct. Landscaping, 
pedestrian and bike pathways are tied together to form a fl uid active zone on the rivers’ 
edge.

section 3:  amphitheatre and fl oating stage
s1:500

C
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The proposal attempts to maximize physical and visual connections between Flinders Street 
and the Yarra River. This section shows the dialogue between the two buildings, Flinders Street 

and the Railway Tracks, along with the visual connection to the Yarra River and Southbank. One 
of the Banana Vaults has been opened up with the entry to the sports building accessed from 

underground.

section 4: main buildings
s1:600

The vaults are 
already popular 

for sports 
facilities. The 

new project lfts 
these facilities 

upstairs and 
makes the 

vaults more 
accessible. 

C
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night view on sports building from South Yarra
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XL  Melbourne Post Card[set 2]
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situation

Central Pier is at heart of the gigantic Docklands re-development. See page 32! 

The wharf sheds at Central Pier are almost the only buildings that did not fall to 
destruction. They were kept to preserve a piece of the Docklands’ maritime history. 
Behind the sheds, the pier remains vacant. Between Central Pier and the Docklands 
Stadium is the 85 by 440 meters large Harbour Esplande. 

Currently, there is a fi erce discussion about the site’s future development going on. 
Basically, everyone agrees that the site is signifi cant and offers a rare opportunity 
for a landmark building or a cultural space for Melbourne. Recently, ‘The Age’, a local 
newspaper, announced its support for a competition for an innovative design for 
the Central Pier site and has launched “An icon for Melbourne” campaign. Readers, 
architects, urban planners and civic leaders have been invited to contribute to the 
debate. Expectable, there are as many proposals for this stretch of the Docklands as 
there are architects. See page 72.

Without an overall urban concept people often suggest museums or opera houses to 
create architectural icons; but who actually goes to the opera or the museum? Is it 
not sport, shopping or even offi ce work were local culture asserts itself — in the daily 
activities of everyone?

However, until this question will be resolved, VicUrban, the Victorian Government’s land 
development agency, is assigned to come up with a concept for the site’s interim use.

Docklands 
Stadium

Sothern Cross station
New Quay

Central Pier
Flinders Street StationFlagstaff GardensEsplanade satellite image [51]

one of several construction sites
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offi cial proposal / criticism
1 wooden boat centre  2 illustration: Ron Tandberg [45]  2 scheme of offi cially proposed interim development [46]

2

The offi cially proposed interim development for the next years is as follows:

“Re-use of the two existing sheds for a mixture of tenants including 6 functions spaces, 
a microbrewery, café, shop, two retail spaces and a gallery (...) Provision of 66 car 
spaces within the space between the two existing sheds (...) Landscaping works and 
awning attachments outside the tenancies to provide a sense of address and outdoor 
seating for the commercial tenancies (...) General hard landscaping of the pier; and 
construction of a ‘Spiegel Tent’ and outdoor café.”[45]

The Sheds: The proposal to reutilize the Central Pier sheds with different kinds of 
public uses does not go far enough. Instead of creating a unique space to actively 
foster local culture, there is (by the vast majority) going to be another café and 
restaurant precinct as there are several others in Docklands.

The focus should be put more on arts and crafts, in a way that everyone can come 
and participate. For example, a place such as the Wooden Boat Centre (if not yet 
demolished) at Victoria Harbour in the Docklands. There people can come after work 
to build their own wooden boats or anything else they need. Another proposal would 
be facilities for water sports in combination with a hub for public water transport. 
Moreover, a cultural or social center for the entire Docklands suburb. All together, 
a series of diverse programs where local culture becomes ‘experienceable’ through 
participation.

The Pier: While several issues regarding the sheds are more about the internal usage 
and design, anything built on the Pier will be in the center of public view. Therefore, 
requires further research.

1
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Eureka Tower 
Rialto Towers Docklands Stadium

Wharf Sheds
Central Pier

It does not really matter from which position along the wharf one takes a picture. Each 
photograph will be loaded with people, boats and landmark buildings. There are going 
to be even more after the development is completed.

The proposal for an iconic building to rival the Sydney Opera House fails to take into 
account the totally different locations of either building sites. The Sydney Opera House 
is situated on a tongue of land, released from any disturbing background. It is situated 
within a beautiful setting next to the Central Business District. Therefore, the building 
design shows off to its best advantage. 

The Central Pier site offers few of these qualities. A landmark building on Central Pier 
would have to compete with all other landmark buildings in the back. Moreover, its 
actual design would be blurred and hard to read because of the overloaded fore- and 
background. The actual quality of the water basin is that it opens up a generous view to 
all the surrounding buildings. Sitting in one of the numerous cafés along the quay and 
enjoying the view is already an amazing experience. Moreover, when one comes out of 
the crowded CBD the basin offers a generous vista for the fi rst time. 

eye view scenography[set 2]
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aerial scenography

Since photographs for post cards and television studio backgrounds have become 
marketable images, ‘bird eye views’ on cities gain more and more in importance. (also 
see page 102)

Similar as when walking through the city, there is not an outstanding building to focus 
on, or a particular aerial shot. The quality of Melbourne’s aerial views is about their 
distinctive scenography and ensemble character. Within all perspective the photographs 
communicate similar images. Basically, every photograph is made up of the following 
key elements:

1  park > nature, recreation
2  stadium > sport, activity
3  CBD > downtown lifestyle, street culutre

On the fi gure ground plan one can see that the Docklands basin is similar in size as the 
other parks surrounding the Central Business District. Such as the parks, the basin is 
an open area that allows for different forms of recreational use. Therefore, the basin 
can be seen as a kind of ‘water park’ with the Docklands stadium already situated in 
the center view — an area to offer different recreational experiences.

following page: 1 [84]  2 [85]  3 [58]  4 artists impression of fi nished development with an iconic structure on Central Pier [3]

aerial photgraphy of the Grand 
Prix course in Bahrain by 
Andreas Gursky [82]

The aerial view on the Docklands basin with Central Pier, the Stadium, and the CBD skyline in the 
back is already very popular for TV studio backgrounds. [83,50]
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1 blinkenlights, Berlin, the screen can be controlled with each cell phone  2 building facade as an urban screen [both 86]
conclusion / own proposal for interim development

More than just fi lling the gap, an interim development should moreover be used to 
actively initiate a consciousness-raising process. What does Melbourne really want or 
need for Central Pier? 

As previously seen, just from a neutral, scenographic perspective there are already 
several reasons that speak against a big, landmark building on Central Pier. What if one 
conceives Central Pier and the water basin as a horizontal surface that offers different 
recreational and cultural experiences similar as classical park does. Simultaneously, 
Central Pier could become an ‘urban screen’ and attain a similar or even stronger iconic 
value as a physical building might have.

“The integration of the current information technologies supports the development of a 
new, integrated digital layer of the city in a complex merge of material and immaterial 
space that redefi nes the function of this growing infrastructure.”[47]

“[Digital, urban] screens [linked] to a more communal context of space and therefore creating 
local identity and engagement.”

Mirjam Struppek , artistic director of urbanscreens.org [47]

A grid with a dimenson of 3.5m betwen axes across the 
entire Pier provides the basis for an urban screen. 

1 2
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Umbrellas because of two reasons. Firstly, to provide shade for people that stay on 
the exposed Pier. (Australia has the highest rate in skin cancer.) The space under the 
umbrellas can be used for sun layers, markets, live-entertainment, music, restaurant 
seating or even to hide and protect cars. 

Secondly, umbrellas are cheap and are particularly suitable as pixels for a large urban 
screen. To each umbrella an element combining high-perfomance LED lights and solar 
cells will be attached. Therefore, the required capital expenditure will be minimal while 
the effect received will be maximized.

On top of the sheds and above the swimming pool there will be a wire mesh of LEDs.

Some of the umbrellas could even be hired and disperse all around the Docklands 
Basin.

1: the pixel
1 high-performance LED  2 standard garden lighting with LEDs and solar cells  3 myriad of umbrellas at the Adriatic Sea

solar panel,
high-performance
LED element

holder

sun umbrella

1 2 3
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The major attractor would be a fl oating, public swimming pool at the end of the pier — 
An urban beach in the heart of the city.

2: the pool
cross section s250
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The urban screen would allow for a myriad of possible images and even video. Cultural 
messages, live sport scores, fl ags and icons, animations designed by artists, almost everything is  

possible.

urban screen

~25 x 88 pixel
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[debriefi ng]
228 former popular sports commentators [50]

THECON
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At this point, most has already been said. A thesis was 
formulated. Specifi c issues were examined and defi ned anew. 
An urban strategy was formulated and outlined. Individual 
projects have shown how they could contribute to the overall 
concept within various ways. All projects were developed out of 
their specifi c contexts. Even so, all projects pay into the same 
image account. The design proposals put citizens in the global 
shop window and simultaneously become part of local culture.

Thereby, Melbourne’s inner city becomes the urban ‘playing 
fi eld’.  Such as the Hoddle Grid — a strategic fi eld that allows 
dynamic planning processes to city planners, architects and 
marketing managers within pre-determined boundaries.

As a consequence of these urban interventions, Melbourne 
gets converted into a double stage: A stage for a brand that 
represents a brand image, and a stage for the citizens who get 
new opportunities of experiencing their city. 

This work shows how city branding can be understood as a 
bottom-up process, developed out of Melbourne’s intrinsic 
qualities and grievances — Branding understood as a tool that 
simultaneously services social integration and economic growth 
through architecture. 

conclusion

Melbourne’s actual strategy of staging major events becomes 
part of a more all-inclusive concept. Complementary to the 
monthly activated event precincts, sportive Melbourne will be 
exhibited all over the inner city, 365 days a year.

The future will look after itself if Melbourne keeps doing the 
things it does best. To create an overall interesting lifestyle 
experience for visitors and locals alike. Building a unique city is 
itself the most important thing not some implanted superfi cial 
‘icon’.

From managers to homeless people, from Prada to Graffi ti, 
from street culture to high quality art and design, from 
everyday social sports to major events, from ephemere urban 
interventions such as the ‘Kings Way Go-Kart Track’ to large 
scale master plans such as the ‘Flinders Street Perimeter’ 
project — in this work all of these dispersed elements become 
part of the very same idea: The brand ‘Melbourne’.
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GAME, SET, AND MATCH . MELBOURNE
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“Tolerance and diversity create a creative class.” 

Richard Florida [12]

Architecture, goes beyond the superfi ciality of style and taste. For me, architecture 
starts at the point where it actively engages with it’s users. When it deals with 
contemporary social and economic phenomena. Only then it is possible to generate 
new forms of spatial organization. Architecture is not about the design itself, it is more 
about the ongoing effects afterwards. Is it not architecture that actually creates the 
framework for people’s lives?

Thomas Fussenegger
February 2008
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